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  VAF/Anifi lm Festival Points    Accommodation    Restaurants

1  Hvězda meeting room /
 Hvězda B room
2  Anifi lm Festival Centre

 (guest service, accreditation, 
 festival shuttle stop, Festival cafe)
3  Puppet Theatre
4  Enki meeting room
5  Schwarzenberg Hall
6  J. K. Tyl Theatre
7  Beseda
8  Cinema Světozor
9  Roháč

10  Festival Tent
 

1  Zlatá Hvězda Hotel
11  Bílý Koníček Hotel 
12  Galerie Hotel
13  Myslivna Hotel
14  Penzion U Františka
15  Penzion Siesta
16  Penzion Elzet Břežanova

 Direction to: Penzion Maxim,
Hotel Garni, Hotel Svět, 
Penzion Vlasta Třebon

17  Krčma u Kellyho
18  Bílý jednorožec
19  Rožmberská Bašta
20  U Míšků
21  Regent Gold Pivovarská restaurace
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Dear participants of the Visegrad Animation Forum 2017!

It is my pleasure to welcome you to the 5th edition of this animation 
industry event that is held to ever greater acclaim across Europe!

Our objective is to help elevate the animation industry of Central and Eastern Euro-
pe to a higher level. The best way to do so is by improving its quality and increasing 
the number of animation projects. The last two years have proven it is benefi cial to 
work with authors. This is supported by feedback not just from the lecturers but also 
from those professionals who are familiar with the majority of the projects that are 
presented at the Cartoon Forum, the most prestigious pitching platform in Europe. 
We closely follow the success of the projects presented at the VAF. In this regard, 
last year brought a very rich harvest! The short fi lm Happy End was included among 
the 10 nominees shortlisted for the Academy Awards and was also among the fa-
vourites of the Quinzaine des réalisateurs at the Cannes Festival. Another short fi lm 
Superbia was included in the selection at Semaine de la Critique. The TV project The 
Websters was the fi rst one from CEE to gain the support of Creative Europe (TV Pro-
gramming). All these are good news giving us motivation to keep doing what we do.

Lecturing and pitching are the two most visible activities enjoyed by the VAF par-
ticipants. The animation market is not just about projects but also about resour-
ces. Last year saw a truly historic feat: we managed to organize a meeting of the 
heads of the national fi lm funds from the Visegrad + countries to discuss possible 
coordination and cooperation to support animation projects from the region. In spite 
of diff erent legislation in diff erent countries, it is highly encouraging to see that the 
funds are interested in facilitating animation production and being active in fi nding 
ways to support fi nancial co-production in countries with similar production and 
fi nancial capacities. This year, we are moving one step forward. We are inviting nati-
onal broadcasters to join our discussion with the funds, in seeking the ways to build 
a sustainable market for animation in our region. Co-operation of media is vital for 
animation industry, and national broadcasters have a role to play here and benefi ts 
to enjoy.

The VAF will also off er a number of inspiring workshops and lectures opened to the 
general public, namely about possible ways to secure funding for short fi lms and to 
co-produce TV series. 

At the last year’s VAF, we were shown by our partners from South Korea that ani-
mation could become a good and highly profi table business. In fact, South Korea is 
becoming increasingly interested in our region. This year’s festival held in Třeboň 
will be visited by fi lm professionals as well as by His Excellency the Ambassador of 
South Korea to foster the developing relationship between the Visegrad + countries 
and South Korea. I hope that many of you will enjoy this opportunity to meet Korean 
fi lm producers, thus establishing personal links with professionals from the Asian 
animation superpower.
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Just as every year, the forum includes presentations and excerpts from the animati-
on production of our region that are popular with the audience. It will be your op-
portunity to see the very best projects carried out within the past year in individual 
countries and to meet teams of fi lm professionals from these selected countries. 

The VAF project is limited by the lack of resources but thanks to your interest, it 
keeps growing; unfortunately, we are sometimes forced to curb such growth, lea-
ving in the programme only what is necessary to build up the market and reducing 
the number of participants. Despite these circumstances, we are very happy to 
announce that the 5th edition is going to be the biggest in VAF history. The town of 
Třeboň has limited capacities, and we therefore appeal to you to be patient when 
something does not run as smoothly as you would wish. It is also the reason why 
we are considering changing the location; but to be able to sit with your friends 
and colleagues on the main square of charming Třeboň provides an added value we 
have not managed to replace. Next year, however, some activities might be held at 
diff erent time and somewhere outside Třeboň.

Finally, I would like to thank our fantastic organizing team, all those hard-working 
people full of enthusiasm and ideas that actually volunteer to make this festival 
happen. Their eff ort will be best evaluated by you, and I fi rmly believe that our 
three-day forum will help to propel your projects as well as the animation industry in 
our region forward. 

Michal Podhradský
Chairman of the VAF
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Anifi lm 2017 in 1 hour 
Screening
(Cinema Světozor)

Welcome drink with
Slovenian animation 
(Venue to be confirmed)
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9:00

9:45

11:15

11:45

14:00

15:00

17:45

20:00

11:45

14:00

15:00

17:00

17:30

19:30

15:00

Hvězda
meeting
room

Hvězda
B room

Puppet 
theatre

Breakfast 
with Slovak animation

VAF Třeboň 2017
Opening session 
The three days 
in a nutshell.
What VAF does for you?

Lunch break Lunch break

Pitching preparation:
Series / TV Specials 1/3
(Not open to the public)

Have a break 
with Slovak animation

Pitching preparation: 
Short Films 1/7
(Not open to the public)

Pitching preparation:
Series / TV Specials 2/3
(Not open to the public)

Pitching preparation: 
Short Films 3/7
(Not open to the public)

VAF Animation Today: 
Screenings: selection of 
short films from our region  

Pitching preparation:
Series / TV Specials 3/3 
(Not open to the public)VAF Minority 

co-production pool 
(Not open to the public)
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Lunch break

Pitching preparation: 
Short Films 2/7
(Enki meeting room)
(Not open to the public)

VAF New Talents 2017
Screening
(Cinema Světozor)

Pitching preparation: 
Short Films 4/7 
(Enki meeting room)
(Not open to the public)

ANIFILM 
Opening ceremony
(J. K. Tyl Theatre)
(Invitation only)
Czech language

ANIFILM Opening party 
(Beseda)
(Invitation only)
Czech language
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9:30
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16:45
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20:00

Hvězda
meeting
room

Hvězda
B room

Other
places

Breakfast with Hungarian 
animation

Have a break with
Hugarian animation 

Have a snack with
Hugarian animation 

Pitching competition
Series / TV Specials 2/3 

Pitching competition: 
Series / TV Specials 1/3
Introduction with Cartoon 
Forum and MAIA Workshops 

Pitching competition
Series / TV Specials 3/3

Animation in Korea: 
Status and opportunities 
for co-operation

Hints for good work
with a distributor 
and a co-producer

1:1 meetings
Series / TV Specials
(Not open to the public)

Pitching preparation: 
Short Films 5/7
(Not open to the public) 

Pitching preparation:  
Short Films 6/7
(Enki meeting room)
(Not open to the public) 

Working meeting of 
managers of fi lm 
funds & broadcasters 
from CEE
(Not open to the public)

Pitching preparation:
Short Films 7/7
(Enki meeting room) 
(Not open to the public)

Korean animation 
banquet 
(Beseda)

How to fi nance a short 
fi lm from your local 
fund?
(Schwarzenberg Hall)

Presentation:
Cinemon Entertainment
(Schwarzenberg Hall)

Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break
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Have a break with
Hugarian animation 
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9:00
9:15
9:30

10:45

11:15

12:30

13:00

14:00

15:00

17:00
17:15

17:45

18:45

20:00

Hvězda
meeting
room

Puppet 
theatre

Good morning from Polish 
animation
Success story: Candide

1:1 meeting: Short films 
(Not open to the public)

Pitching competition: 
Short Films 1/3  

Pitching competition:
Short Films 2/3 

Pitching competition:
Short Films 3/3  

AWARD CEREMONY

VAF New Talents 2017
Screening

Lunch break

Have a snack with
Polish animation 

Have a break with
Polish animation 

Other
places

Goodbye drink with Polish ani-
mation (Venue to be confi rmed)

15:00

18:00

Works in Progress: 
Animated Feature Films 
(Schwarzenberg hall)
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Short Films 
The Visegrad Animation Forum is also an international 
platform with the goal of supporting young profes-
sionals while helping them to develop their animation 
projects with experienced international professionals, 
and to help them create an international network. 
In order to prepare a public pitching session for the 
submitted projects selected, we propose a support 
program of several prep sessions for the authors and 
producers. These modules focus on the three key ele-
ments of every project: good story assets, consulta-
tion of a realistic development plan and structuring
a good pitch.
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Philip LaZebnik has written numerous television episodes and motion 
picture screenplays in Los Angeles and Europe, but he is primarily 

known for his animated features at Disney and DreamWorks. His 
screenwriting credits include Disney’s Pocahontas and Mulan, and 

DreamWorks’ Prince of Egypt and The Legend of El Dorado. Philip also 
wrote the book for the theatrical musical adaption of Prince of Egypt for 

DreamWorks.

Olivier Catherin in 2002 he joined the French Animated Films Associ-
ation (AFCA) to create the International Animation Day celebration in 
France (Fête du cinema d’animation), he was the French representative 
on the ASIFA board, and was in charge of the International Animation 
Day coordination on an international level. In 2008, he created the ani-
mated fi lm production company Les Trois Ours, with Serge Elissalde and 
Jack Wang, and won César Award with the short Kiki of Montparnasse in 
2014. In 2017, he joined Pictanovo and is in charge of the development 
of the animated fi lm sector for the Hauts-de-France region. He also tea-
ches animation production at the INA (National Audiovisual Institute). 

Thom Palmen is a festival director, short fi lm producer and distributor 
working in Baltic countries and on the European level. With AIR Pro-
ductions, he received the International Competition Grand Prix at the 
45th Tampere Film Festival for the Latvian fi ction fi lm, Castratus Kuilis 
(2014), directed by brothers Raitis and Lauris Abele.

12

Short Film Projects:
Pitching Preparation 

This part of the programme is not open to the public.

Each participating team (producer and author) will get a unique opportunity for in-depth 
consultation (20 minutes) with an experienced professional on their story concept, project 
development, fi nancial plan, market or festival strategy, possible coproduction workfl ow 
separation etc. 

The Tutors for Short Films pitching preparation:



Phil Parker is a co-founder of www.bcre8ive.eu, a multiplatform online 
development company, and is one of Europe’s leading development 
consultants – productions include Wallace and Gromit – Curse of the 

Were Rabbit and Terry Prachett’s Hogfather.

Agnieszka Kruk a script-neuron collider that is... scriptwriter, edu-
cator, creator and Creative Director of Script Fiesta, the biggest Polish 
festival for scriptwriters. Translator of Linda Aroson’s „21st Century 
Screenplay: A Comprehensive Guide to Writing Tomorrow’s Films“. The 
only certifi ed script coach in Poland. A story consultant working with 
scriptwriters, novelists and fi lmmakers. An expert evaluating documen-
tary and feature projects for the Creative Europe MEDIA programme. 
The founder and head lecturer at StoryLab.pro.

Gert Hermans works as a fi lm distributor and publicist for Jekino, a 
company with a long tradition in the fi eld of children’s fi lm distribution 
and fi lm education. Jekino tries to create a vivid and diverse children’s 
fi lm climate by combining culture, entertainment and education. Gert 
Hermans has collaborated on several national and international pro-
jects, promoting quality fi lms for children and youngsters, and worked 
with diverse target groups such as young fi lmmakers (KidsForKids, 
MakingMovies), fi lm professionals, toddlers, prisoners, fi lm festivals, 
documentary makers, teachers, etc. Gert Hermans is communication 
offi  cer for ECFA (European Children’s Film Association) and chief editor 
of the ECFA Journal online magazine and ECFA Update newsletter, news 
platforms for the European children’s fi lm industry. He has contributed 
to various surveys and publications on children’s fi lm and media in 
Belgium and abroad.

13
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Abigail Addison is a producer, and a co-founder and director of 
animate projects. Recently, she has produced the Silent Signal project, 

bringing together animators and scientists to produce six animations 
to be shown at UK galleries and international festival screenings. The 

project has received several awards including the Lumen Prize Moving 
Image Award 2016 for boredomresearch’s After Glow, and the Visual 

Science Award at Imagine Science Film Festival Abu Dhabi 2017 for 
Samantha Moore’s Loop. She also recently co-produced Chris 

Shepherd’s Johnno’s Dead, which was awarded Best British Film at the 
London International Animation Festival 2016. Abigail is on the Boards 
of Underwire Festival and fi lm and photography charity, Four Corners. 

Gábor Osváth is a Hungarian producer born in 1985. After several live-
-action short fi lms and documentaries, he recently started producing 

animation. His fi rst project was Réka Bucsi’s LOVE, which screened at Ber-
linale and Sundance, and is now nominated for the European Film Awards. 
He was also the executive producer of Luca Tóth’s Superbia which debuted 

at Cannes Semaine de la Critique in 2016. He is currently in production 
with Balázs Turai’s The Fall of Rome, a Hungarian-Croatian co-production, 

as well as the TV-series “Castaways”, directed by Péter Szeiler.

Tim Leborgne worked at Cartoon (the European Association for Animati-
on Film) for four years, during which he participated in the creation and 
management of the European Training Network for Animation (ETNA) and 
the organisation of numerous Cartoon Masters, Cartoon Movies and Cartoon 
Forums. Furthermore, he co-organised 3 editions of the annual European 
Video Perspectives conference (PEVE) in collaboration with Screen Digest. In 
2003, Tim has joined The Animation Workshop in Viborg as the director of its 
international Professional Training and Open Workshop (artist residency) de-
partments. Besides he has organised The Animation Workshop’s vocational 
animation/CG/VFX courses and master classes for European professionals. 

Short Films Projects:
Pitching Competition 

Every team will get ten minutes to present their story, idea and future animation fi lm for an 
audience of potential partners, co-producers and other professionals. Thirteen short fi lms in 
development will participate in the VAF 2017 Třeboň pitching competition. The winning short 
fi lm project will receive 2,000 EUR. Graziella Bildesheim from MAIA workshops will be closely 
following both the Series/TV specials and Short fi lm pitching competitions, in order to select 
the most promising emerging producer who will receive this year’s special Maia Award.

Pitching competition of Short fi lms – jury:
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Sari Volanen is a commissioning editor at YLE Finnish Broadcasting 
Company. She is in charge of the strand called New Cinema on YLE/Teema 

which shows quirky and cinematic fi lms regardless of length and genre. 
She is also a board member of the Tampere fi lm festival.

Hoonjae Lee founder of Anitoart Inc., has taken part in many projects as 
a producer, since 2000. He has accumulated extensive experience, wor-

king in high-quality animation productions, in partnership with renowned 
companies such as Marvel Animation Studio, Sip Animation, Marathon, 
etc. In 2004, he founded the Studio B Corp. creative animation studio, 

and has been producing TV series animations, such as Aesop’s Theater 
(2008), Koriyo (2014), Little Train Choo Choo (2012–15), and many short 
animated fi lms. He founded Anitoart Inc and is currently producing a 3D 
animated feature fi lm Make the Princess Laugh. He has received Excel-
lence Award at Korea Animation Grand Prix 2008, and Special Award at 

Korea Contents Award 2009.

Sébastien Sperer joined the Annecy International Animated Film 
Festival in 1999 when he was in his early 20s. He is now one of 3 pro-
grammers at Annecy. Since Annecy abolished its Preliminary Selection 
Committee in 2012, Sébastien has been in charge of selecting fi lms to 
compete in the main categories. He is also a programmer for Le Forum 
Blanc – the annual international appointment for exploring the develo-
pment of multiplatform projects through case studies, workshops and 
debates – which is hosted by CITIA, a parent organization of Annecy’s 
Organizing Committee.

Graziella Bildesheim is an independent producer and founder/direc-
tor of MAIA Workshops, an EU-supported training initiative for emerging 
producers running since 2005. She lectures at Centro Sperimentale 
and served as member of the Italian National Film Board between 2014 
and 2016. She is member of ATC the European Association of Training 
Providers, EFA and David di Donatello Award.

Additional jury member for MAIA Award 
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Director, Producer:
Niccolò Manzolini
niccolo.manzolini@seiperdue.org
Italy

Director:
Lucia Malerba
lucia.malerba@gmail.com
Italy

The Angst & The Bliss / 
Dall’angoscia all’estasi
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Logline: On July 13th 1933, the French writer Raymond Roussel dies in the Hotel Le 
Palme in Palermo under mysterious circumstances. Or, we might say, he crosses a border 
which he deemed unacceptable: the one separating reality and imagination.

Description of the main story and poetics: During the night of July 14th 
1933, the writer Raymond Roussel locks himself in his hotel room in Palermo. He takes some 
pills, drags the mattress to the middle of the room and lies down. The following morning 
he is found dead. The Italian Police will consider it a suicide and quickly close the case. Yet 
there are many sides to this story. Roussel was obsessive, misoneist, ambitious. He aspired 
to access a literary universe generated solely by imagination. Maybe, during that night, 
he was not looking for death but rather wanted to cross the border separating reality from 
imagination.

Concept/director’s statement: Raymond Roussel (1877–1933) was a French 
writer, neglected by his contemporaries and posthumously rediscovered. The Sicilian writer 
Leonardo Sciascia in Documents concerning the death of Raymond Roussel, the source of 
inspiration for our fi lm, investigates the riddle of this alleged suicide while at the same time 
entertaining the doubt that something else might hide behind the French writer’s death, just 
as behind his works hides a process of automatic writing is hiding behind his book, which is 
the entry point to a literary universe generated solely by imagination. The whole fi lm takes 
place in room 224 in the course of one night and one day. In a spiralling carousel, we watch 
the last actions of Roussel before his death, over and over again. One character and fi ve 
points of view: in each scene the point of view shifts. In the fi rst scene we see the facts as 
we know them, in the second scene these facts are doubted (with Sciascia), then interpre-
ted (by Dr. Janet, Roussel’s psychoanalyst), then questioned (with the philosopher Focault). 
We fi nally reach the fi fth and last scene, where the facts are wholly transfi gured through 
Roussel’s image world. Each point of view of the story modifi es the visual style of the fi lm 
and the meaning of Roussel’s death, in a continuous play of anamorphosis which leads us to 
keep coming back to room 224 after crossing multiple dimensions.

Estimated budget: 33.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Born in Milan in 1979. He moved to Bologna in 1998 where 
he attended the IpotesiCinema school (founded by Ermanno Olmi). Since 2001 he has wor-
ked for the Municipality of Bologna and the Bologna Film Archive, in the role of editor, fi lm-
maker, and graphic designer. In 2008 he founded his own production company, Seiperdue. 
Since 2013, he works for Kilowatt – K2 as motion/graphic designer and animator.

Presentation of the production company: Seiperdue is a creative content 
studio based in Bologna (Italy) specialized in motion graphics, stop-motion animation and 
video production. The company works both privately and with public institutions. In 2010 
Seiperdue (http://www.seiperdue.org/) produced its fi rst feature fi lm Babis!, an intersection 
between documentary, stop-motion and fi ction, shot between Italy and France.
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Producer:
Milan
Miloslavljevic
milan.miloslavljevic@dksg.rs
Serbia

Director:
Mihajlo Dragas
soperus@yahoo.com
Serbia

Death of Mother Jugovic /
Smrt Majke Jugovica
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Logline: Mother is faced with disturbing scenes after a great battle in which her husband 
and nine sons died. The strong mythical character of a wife and a mother is crushed by 
enormous sorrow and grief that slowly lead to her tragic death.

Description of the main story and poetics: This animated fi lm is inspired 
by the motifs of the medieval epic poem Death of Mother Jugovic. After a terrible battle, 
mother Jugovic is haunted by horrifi c death scenes of her nine sons and the father of her 
children. The oneiric images show the mother’s pain, as well as strength, stamina, and 
heroism with which the mother endures her misfortune till her death. Through the dark and 
dreamlike atmosphere, the tragedy of all the characters is felt in the scenes that possess a 
strong composition, artistry and purity, with the goal to evoke emotional charge.

Concept/director’s statement: Epic poetry is an essential and unique part of folk 
literature. Emanating immense power and artistic expression for me as the author, it pre-
sents a vast array of inspiration and an equally great responsibility to try to transform the 
poem in the form of a short animated fi lm. Not adhering fully to all the details and allowing 
one’s own imagination to conjure up much of what is hidden, I have taken what I think is 
important from the work, and it carries a deep symbolism understood by and current in the 
contemporary society. The tragedy that is described is the symbol of universal suff ering, 
but also of senseless destruction and human confl icts, and the most dreadful of all, the 
loss of loved ones. I believe that the richness and beauty of the tragic scenes in the song 
lend themselves to transposition in the form of animated fi lm beautifully because fi lm also 
includes visual and dramatic value as well as a powerful mythological element, which are 
very appropriate for handling by the language of animation. Through the intersection of his-
torical and mythological motifs in this fi lm, there is high potential to accomplish a work that 
will have an important place in the contemporary production of domestic animated fi lms, 
authenticity, and strength that will be refl ected in its contemporary interpretation of cultural 
heritage, as well as the universal message that will be understandable for everyone.

Estimated budget: 20.500 EUR

Director’s biography: He has graduated in animation from the Faculty of Applied 
Arts at Belgrade University. As an author, his short animated fi lms: ISKON Anima Aeternam 
(2015), Vis Dubium (2014) and Sisyphus Carries Sisyphus (2013) were screened at animati-
on festivals in Serbia and abroad. He also composes music and does digital video design.

Presentation of the production company: Academic Film Center was established 
as a cinema club in 1958. In the past six decades, more than 500 short fi lms have been produ-
ced at AFC. In 1976, AFC became part of the Cultural Centre “Studentski grad”. AFC is the home 
of European Animated Film Festival Balkanima and Alternative Film/Video Festival. The most 
notable screenings of AFC shorts were at the Berlinale short competition in 2013 and 2014.

List of partners on the project so far: Film Center of Serbia supported this 
project with the amount of 10.000 EUR.
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Producer:
Luce Grosjean
luce@sevefi lms.com
France

Director:
Léa Perret
perret.lea09@hotmail.fr
France

Director:
Alice Saey
alice.saey@hotmail.fr
France

Flatastic
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Logline: Pushed to their limit, the Manta Rays rise up against Man to take control of the 
earth; it is the dawning of a new Manta Ray Era and the ‘fl attening’ of Mankind.

Description of the main story and poetics: When the Manta Rays discover 
yet another of their peers suff ocated by a plastic bag, a wave of insurgence against the hu-
man race ensues; a tsunami of revolt submerges the spotless buildings and the commando 
shoals take control of the Earth. It is the dawning of a «Flat» era. Armed with scalpels and 
steamrollers, the Manta Rays enforce their control by chain fl attening mankind. The lucky 
humans are adopted as pets, or swim marathons through the dilapidated tunnels of the 
metro. Eventually three dimensionality is eradicated. Facing a coming drought, rays and men 
are driven to cooperate.

Concept/director’s statement: Flatastic is an apocalyptic comedy; a mute, 
burlesque, metaphorical ballet; based on an original idea by Alice Saey and Léa Perret, both 
born in 1989. Under a growing threat of a 6th mass extinction coupled with increasing social 
inequality, our generation faces a turning point, compelling us to question our role, to either 
perpetuate certain patterns or instigate change. But how can we, when our spaces, bodies, 
minds, just as our hierarchal organisations, are all we know? Capitalism has informed 
our ways of thinking and modelled our planet itself. By inverting this system and giving 
rays control over mankind, our objective is to comment on our anthropocentric instinct. 
By defi ning a framework of social groups and portraying the reproductive mechanisms of 
domination, we call into question our survival as a species. The shape of the ray embodies 
the weight of our consumerist system; one which produces and fl attens contrasts in order 
to unify our ways of living. Focussing on masses rather than individuals, we wish to confront 
standardized behaviours. This will be embedded in a striking audio-visual structure, based on 
repetitive graphic compositions and a multi-layered non verbal soundtrack. The idea of duality 
underpins the construction of the fi lm: from the dominant humans to the empowered rays. We 
end with both species uniting against the one thing they share, a rebelling planet.

Estimated budget: 100.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Alice Saey is a graphic artist and animation fi lmmaker; her 
fi rst short He Who Ate the Eye of a Fish was awarded with an Arte Creative prize in 2015. 
Her music video She’s Young won the HAFFTube prize in the HAFF Festival (NL) in 2015. Léa 
Perret is an actress, stage director and scriptwriter; in 2015, her fi rst piece La Fin du monde 
– Récréation was staged in the Théâtre de la Loge (Paris).

Presentation of the production company: Sève Films is a production compa-
ny founded by Luce Grosjean in 2014. Its purpose is to off er young talents the opportunity 
to have their fi lms produced and distributed. Themes we like to treat deal with nature, futu-
re, in a really graphic, mystical way. Last year, we pitched Marine Duchet’s project Burning 
Bones. Our fi rst international coproduction, Egg by Martina Scarpelli will start this year. 

List of partners on the project so far: The Animation Workshop
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Director:
Lea Vučko
lea.vucko@gmail.com
Slovenia

Goldhorn / Zlatorog

Producer:
Boštjan Kenda
ebostjan.kenda@aluo.unilj.si
Slovenia
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Logline: In the fi nal Ember week, a broken-hearted hunter heads to the mountains. Evil 
spirits cross his path in the twilight. They convince him that his destiny can be changed.

Description of the main story and poetics: A heart-broken hunter brings 
home fl owers. He heads to the mountains. But Vida haunts every step. He breaks down. 
As he prepares to kill himself, a storm breaks loose. As he looks up, he sees a man inviting 
him over. The man is strange and eerie. He leads the hunter to Zlatorog. He could win back 
Vida with his golden horns. Possessed, the hunter hunts the sacred animal. The chamois 
blood turns into healing fl owers. He ‘wakes up’ and admires the fl owers. Zlatorog heals and 
pushes him into the gulf. The river brings his body to Vida, and he brings her fl owers one 
last time.

Concept/director’s statement: I have always been fascinated by mythology, 
and feel that we often disregard the richness we have in our own cultural history and focus 
more on others. As Irish, Norse and Greek mythology are widely known, the Slavic is almost 
forgotten. In my thesis fi lm, I decided to go with the legend of Zlatorog, about the white 
chamois buck who had his realm in the heights of Mount Triglav. Being from Bohinj, a valley 
in the Triglav national park, the story was close to heart. As Zlatorog is a known mythologi-
cal creature in Slovenia, I found out that many don’t really know his story. Upon researching 
the Slavic mythology, I found out that there were many more mythological elements to the 
story than it seems at fi rst glance. I decided that I wanted to emphasise those and create 
a fi lm that would capture a world where the belief in supernatural beings was strong, and 
guided the way people lived. The moral of the story talks about greed, principles and how 
we treat nature, motifs which might be more relevant now than ever before. The tone of 
the 10min fi lm is dark and creepy and would fall into the genre of Dark Fantasy. To counter 
the dark tone, the colour palette would be pretty colourful, a mix of blues and purples that 
would create a mystic feeling. Another aspect that I am going to focus on is sound. The idea 
is to create an atmosphere using mostly natural sound eff ects.

Estimated budget: 20.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Lea is a student of illustration turned animator from Slove-
nia. Until now she worked on the TV series Princ Kikido, a short fi lm The Weasel and she is 
currently working on a transmedia play. A personal project, Petris, was part of Animafest last 
year and evolved into a videogame. The game is still a work in progress, as is her Master’s 
degree which is the fi lm presented herein.

Presentation of the production company: University of Ljubljana, Academy 
of fi ne arts and design Ljubljana, Erjavčeva ulica 23, Ljubljana, Slovenia. Deanery izr. prof. 
Boštjan Botas Kenda, T01 4212 500, Ebostjan.kenda@aluo.uni lj.si
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Director:
Vojtěch Kiss
vojtech.kiss@truelovers.cz
Czech Republic

Producer:
Kamila
Dohnalová
kamila@silkfi lms.cz
Czech Republic

Producer:
Alžběta
Janáčková
alzbeta@silkfi lms.cz
Czech Republic

Director:
Jan Saska
jan.saska@truelovers.cz
Czech Republic

Hurikán / Hurikán
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Logline: Deep-fried story from Prague. Alcohol, mullets, streets, late night bars, jeans and 
no idea what the fuck happened yesterday.

Description of the main story and poetics: Hurikán, an alcoholic pig-head, 
wakes up fi nding himself smashed and desperately looking for the fi rst shop where he can 
buy a beer. That’s the start of his new day. He strolls around having no idea what happened 
the previous night, but gradually observing more and more little wounds that hurt him. From 
time to time a lost memory appears and reveals something – sometimes it explains one 
of the injuries, sometimes it just poses another question. As the day fl ows, Hurikán keeps 
drinking and more and more memories pop up until it is no longer clear what is the past and 
what is another drinking night.

Concept/director’s statement: There are two main characters of the movie – 
Hurikán and the city of Prague itself. Hurikán is a comic character created by Jan Saska, 
featured in a comics made by Vojtěch Kiss (according to the Marvel model), and Prague 
suits him really well. The huge amount of small fast foods, late night bars and corner shops 
set in the socialist architecture that coexist next to the old buildings; the post-communist 
realism mixed with the wild 1990s, all covered by advertising and neon signs. The story is 
more atmospheric than adventurous, with a minimalist dialogue usage. As Hurikán can’t 
remember what happened yesterday there is a slight retrospective structure making a 
visual contrast between the daylight of the present and the dark memories of last night. As 
the day goes by, the contrast gets smaller and Hurikán is more and more drunk. The movie 
will be made as a classical hand drawn animation developed on the basis of a video and 3D 
model references (miniatures and CGI). This combination of techniques should be neither 
obvious nor intrusive in the fi nal visual. The aim is to achieve a coherent look close to 
a black and white analogue photographs.

Estimated budget: 50.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Jan is an Oscar  shortlisted director and comics author, whose 
short Happy End (2015) has been screened and awarded at more than fi fty fi lm festivals 
worldwide. Vojtěch is a fi lmmaker and comics author whose short Spider’s Anatomy (2014) 
travelled the world while he was in New Zealand. Jan and Vojtěch represent two thirds of 
True Lovers, an artistic group dedicated to comics and animation.

Presentation of the production company: Silk Films is an emerging inde-
pendent fi lm production company dedicated to progressive projects and appealing stories. 
Being driven by three enthusiastic female producers, Silk Films is developing feature fi lms 
and shorts with focus on fresh topics and international audience. Creative approach along 
with a slate of up and coming authors makes Silk projects delicate yet strong and ambitious.
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Director:
Eva Pa
eva@bfilm.sk
Slovakia

Director:
Martin Smatana
smatana.mato@gmail.com
Slovakia

The Kite / Šarkan
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Logline: In the high space above, where everything is driven by the power of wind, a boy 
is searching for his missing grandpa.

Description of the main story and poetics: A boy lives with his paper-thin 
grandpa in the countryside. The autumn wind is troubling the grandpa. It breaks his fl owers, 
blows away apples from his tree, the paper walls of their house fl utter in the wind. The boy, 
dreaming of fl ying in the sky, can’t get enough of the wind. His grandpa gives him a kite 
that takes him to the stars, making his dream come true. At night, the boy sneaks out to 
fl y the kite by himself. Winds get heavy, blowing it away together with all the other paper 
objects in a surreal wind rollercoaster that blows away his cheerful grandpa, too. There’s a 
long way ahead of the boy.

Concept/director’s statement: When I was a little child, I used to ask adults 
plenty of questions: “What happens to you when you die? Where do you go? Do you fl y 
away?” The only person who was willing to answer my searching questions was my grand-
father: “Of course I do! At the end of my life, I will have become so thin and light that one 
day, the wind will just softly blow me away like a sheet of paper and take me high up in 
the space.” But that did not satisfy me: “And what do you do there? Do you have a place to 
live”? He continued: “Of course, the wind will take up my house, too, and everything will be 
just the same as here, on earth. I will just have more space and time for myself. In the me-
antime, I will be waiting for you to sit in your big rocket, fl y through the space and visit me”. 
And that’s exactly what I’m doing. Sitting in my little rocket, searching all around this windy 
universe and thinking about the autumn day when my kite fl ew away. The kite is a ten-
-minute fi lm for children aged 5–8. It attempts to explain the fact that none of us are here 
forever and all living creatures must die. Using the hyperbole and metaphor of the wind, it 
perceives death as a fi nish line of a life-long journey. At the same time, it hints that one’s 
journey doesn’t have to end with their death. I use paper combined with textile materials 
such as wool or felt to express the movement of the wind.

Estimated budget: 50.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Martin Smatana (1991, Zilina, Slovakia) obtained his 
bachelor’s degree at the Academy of Performing Arts in Bratislava with his animated short 
fi lm Rosso Papavero. He is currently studying an Animation MA program at FAMU, fi nishing 
a student fi lm The Movers, besides developing The Kite, a short fi lm for children. He uses 
stop-motion puppet animation because he loves working manually.

Presentation of the production company: The BFILM production company 
based in Bratislava specializes in the development and production of movies of all genres 
and does not shy away from various audiovisual formats. BFILM wants to help young per-
spective authors shoot their fi lms and present them successfully not only in Slovakia, but 
also abroad. BFILM loves animation and progressive cinema.

List of partners on the project so far: Slovak Audiovisual Fund, Literary Fund
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Producer:
Olga Cyganiak
o.cyganiak@juice.pl
Poland

Director:
Marcin Karolewski
m.karolewski@juice.pl
Poland

Malva and Leshy / Malwa i Leszy
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Logline: In pre Christian times, when humans and wild animals were enemies, two young 
creatures fell in love. One of them is magical. The other will soon discover its own inner 
power. Their love will bridge two separate worlds. But can it last forever?

Description of the main story and poetics: Malwa and the Leshy is a classic 
melodrama set at the edge of a proto Slavic village in times when everyone believed magic 
was real rather than just a superstition. The fi lm tells the story of a tragic love between the 
two eponymous characters – Malwa, a human dweller of the village, and Leshy, a forest 
demon and protector of poetics: woodland creatures, growing up deep in the woods among 
the animals. The plot, the visual aesthetics, and the distinctive atmosphere of the fi lm will 
draw extensively from Slavic lore, incredibly rich and yet still mostly unknown to the wider 
audience.

Concept/director’s statement: This gripping and visually stylish love story set in 
the world of ancient Slavic lore. The fi lm is produced entirely in 2D. The technique, oversha-
dowed recently by 3D extravaganzas, seems to be going through a renaissance. It is most 
evident in European productions, judging by the successes of fi lms such as Songs of the 
Sea or Ernest and Célestine. 2D evokes a twinge of nostalgia, we associate it with classic 
animated productions by major Hollywood studios. From a technical standpoint, 2D is more 
diffi  cult, but it defi nitely yields more artistic value and provides audiences with an incompa-
rably richer aesthetic experience. I’m convinced that when it comes to introducing audi-
ences to Slavic lore – and particularly its distinctive atmosphere and mood – 2D will be the 
most appropriate approach. Original character design and meticulously painted set designs 
will serve as two pillars of the movie. I would defi nitely like both to reference and draw on 
Slavic lore, folk customs, beautiful handmade patterns, and forgotten symbols. Each cha-
racter will have their own distinctive colour palette. Delicately stylized backgrounds will also 
feature exquisitely crafted details, the latter an accurate refl ection of the beauty of Eastern 
European nature. The colour palettes of individual shots will serve to highlight and draw 
inspiration from the work of Eyvind Earle.

Estimated budget: 150.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Since 2009 he has been cooperating with design and post-
production studio Juice. As a lead graphic artist he co created most of the studio’s projects, 
both commercial and artistic. He has been working on Wachowski sisters’ “Cloud Atlas” and 
award winning BBC Sochi Winter Olympics promo. He’s currently involved in several anima-
ted projects.

Presentation of the production company: Juice is a Poland-based design 
and postproduction studio known for award winning projects such as BBC Sochi Winter Olym-
pics promo or Ridley Scott’s The Martian trailer ARES. We believe in immersive experiences, 
detailed storytelling, and visually compelling images. A team of creative and passionate 
animation lovers who have one simple goal, to produce outstanding and eff ective work.
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Producer:
Loran Dunn
productionloran@gmail.com
United Kingdom

Director:
Joseph Wallace
josephwallace@hotmail.co.uk
United Kingdom

Salvation Has No Name
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Logline: A circus troupe perform the story of a remote community that descended into 
hysteria upon the arrival of a desperate refugee, forcing the local priest to confront his 
morality and choose between lust and faith.

Description of the main story and poetics: An animator constructs a group 
of puppet circus performers who come to life to tell the story of a Priest who fi nds a refugee 
washed up on a beach. After his parish blame a plague on the woman, the Priest is forced 
to take care of her himself but begins a battle between lust and faith. When the refugee gives 
birth to his child, the Priest tries to return her to the community but the villagers build a huge 
wall to keep her out. They then spot the Priest with his child and set out to burn his chapel and 
the worlds of the animator, the circus performers and the Priest come crashing together.

Concept/director’s statement: Salvation Has No Name is a cinematic folktale 
told through a striking mix of stop-motion animation, puppetry and live action fi lm. The bold 
and relevant narrative allegorically explores the themes of xenophobia, immigration and 
religion whilst questioning the nature of storytelling itself, and stems from a desire to make 
a piece of work questioning a political mood which strikes a huge amount of fear in me. Told 
in considered mixture of colour and black and white, the fi lm’s distinct visual language has 
many infl uences from religious paintings to Oceanic sculpture although one of my primary 
inspirations is the puppet animation of Eastern Europe created by artists like Pal, Trnka, 
Švankmajer and Borowczyk for whom I have a deep passion and admiration. My parallel 
work as a theatre and puppetry director feeds in directly to the fi lm’s theatrical style and 
concept and the storytelling form will gradually shift from economic theatricality to cine-
matic codes as the audience empathises with the characters. Envisaged at fi fteen minutes, 
with a budget of €35k and featuring an international all female voice cast, Salvation Has 
No Name aims to be a unique animated fi lm through its sculptural visual language, poetic 
storytelling and moving subject matter.

Estimated budget: 40.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Joseph is a BAFTA Cyrmu nominated animation and puppe-
try director. He has directed over 15 shorts since 2007, which have received acclaim at 
festivals internationally including Krakow, London and Edinburgh, as well as receiving Vimeo 
Staff  Picks. Joseph was the fi rst British participant on the Animation Sans Frontiers course 
and subsequently often collaborates with Hungarian animator Péter Vácz.

Presentation of the production company: Delaval make powerful and pro-
vocative fi lms. Working with brave new and emerging British talent to make compelling and 
artistically driven work. In 2016, we received the BFI Vision Award and were listed as one of 
the top most 50 creative companies in England.

List of partners on the project so far: Open Workshop, Denmark (develop-
ment support), Aardman Animations, UK (shoot studio and consulting), the Quay Brothers, 
UK (creative consultants)
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Producer:
Darko Popov
daropopov@gmail.com
Macedonia

Director:
Krste Gospodinovski
esra.krstegospodinovski@gmail.com
Macedonia

Silent Films / Nemi fi lmovi
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Logline: A small town projectionist of silent fi lms secretly cuts out the sad scenes from 
the fi lm reels. In a strange accident he goes mad, local people discover sadness, fates chan-
ge, the cinema is abandoned and silent fi lms stop to exist.

Description of the main story and poetics: The only projectionist in the 
world, accompanied by his coming-of-age nephew, shows silent fi lms in a small town cine-
ma. The cinema is the place where fates of the local people meet. The projectionist’s secret 
is that he cuts out all the sad scenes from the fi lm reels. One day, in a mysterious accident, 
the projectionist goes mad. His nephew takes over the work, but it seems that he doesn’t 
have the secret ingredient. When people discover sadness, their lives change, the silent era 
ends and the world they knew has disappeared already.

Concept/director’s statement: The basis for the screenplay of this fi lm is a short 
story Silent Films by an award-winning Macedonian writer Dimitar Dimoski. The artfulness 
that the story is written with, and the gallant passages between historical reality and 
abstract metaphors, makes it a challenge to be treated with the stop-motion animation 
technique. The main protagonists of this story are the Narrator and his Uncle. They are the 
last patrons of silent fi lm and its meaning in a small town. The story is compact and rich 
in content; it easily creates visual images in the head, which with the selected technique – 
tend to pour off  beautifully into mellow interiors, exteriors, and props. The small town, the 
cinema and the characters tell their own history through the kindness of life and obsession 
for the motion picture. At the same time, they tell the history of fi lm. The fi lm is set to have 
duration between 13–15 minutes and it will be made in the technique of puppet stop-motion 
animation. Special emphasis will be placed on the design of main characters; the Uncle and 
the Narrator and their transformation, growing and getting old. There will be many referen-
ces from silent fi lms on the big screen in the cinema. Their presence provides an opportuni-
ty for outstanding play with lights and shadows. The expression will be a mix of styles and 
techniques which are often used in the modern animated fi lm.

Estimated budget: 60.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Krste Gospodinovski, born in 1984, Macedonia, completed his 
bachelor and postgraduate studies at the National Academy of Fine Arts in Sofi a. Since 2009 
he has been a regular professor at the Animation Department at The University of Audiovi-
sual Arts ESRA. His knowledge in animation and diff erent techniques of it is enormous. He 
has worked on over 30 animation projects that have won acclaim and festival awards.

Presentation of the production company: Focus Pocus, established in 
September 2012 by Dimo Popov (cinematographer) and Darko Popov (producer) – brothers 
in blood and in spheres of interest, concentrates on stories with international potential and 
impact, regardless of the genre or format. The concept of Focus Pocus is forming a link to 
connect Macedonian fi lmmakers with the ones from all over the world, with the intention to 
co produce quality content.
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Producer:
Bálint Gelley
balint@cubanimation.com
Hungary

Director:
Dániel Bárány
danbarany@gmail.com
Hungary

Supper / Vacsora
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Logline: The family supper turns into chaos as the members try to get one up over each 
other by torturing the little manifested avatars. The squabbling is overwhelming, almost 
deadly, until they realise they have to work together to keep their world together.

Description of the main story and poetics: A family of fi ve are eating at the 
table. It’s an ordinary supper, until tiny idols of the family members appear on the table. 
The real members are using these idols to deal with their confl icts: they are poking the little 
ones with forks and closing them under glasses. The aggression intensifi es: the members 
start to hunt for the idols, devour them. The dining room trembles, the ceiling cracks and 
falls down, and a sea of stew overwhelms the room. On the waves of stew, huge monster 
idols appear, and start to hunt down the family. They realize that they can only survive if 
they co operate.

Concept/director’s statement: Supper is a dynamic, hand drawn animated short 
operating with warped perspective and metamorphosis. It shows a well known situation, the 
family supper with grotesque humour. The confl icts between the family members mani-
fest and almost overwhelm everyone but, in the end, their co operation saves the day. The 
fi lm’s message is simple: only together can we solve our family’s problems. There are no 
dialogues in the movie, the characters’ voices are replaced with instruments: the little idols 
have high, dissonant sounds, while the big monsters have low, orotund orchestra sounds. 
The sound dramaturgy is a very important factor: in the beginning, there are professio-
nalsounding, sweet, but sometimes false tunes. As the chaos escalates, these sounds fall 
apart, creating a disharmonic wave of sounds. The monsters bring on the raging orchestral 
chaos, and in the end there is only one note that is held until the end of the fi lm. Supper’s 
aim is to illustrate the ego’s triumph over respect, and the consequences of that. In the end, 
the characters save each other instead of running away, thus saving themselves as well. My 
graduation fi lm, Houseparty, has a similar approach to the animation style and the music. It 
won the best graduation fi lm prize at Klik 2016.

Estimated budget: 50.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Daniel Barany is a Hungarian director graduated from MOME 
Animation in 2015. His graduation fi lm Houseparty (based on Boris Vian’s Vercoquin et le 
plankton) was in competition in many prominent animation festivals, and won the prize 
for best graduation fi lm at Klik 2016. Since then, he has worked as a freelance animator in 
Hungarian animation projects like Candide and Volcano Island.

Presentation of the production company: CUB Animation is an independent 
animation studio based in Budapest, Hungary. Their main obsession is creating worlds with 
unique design, unlimited tools of animation, and the power of young talents. 

List of partners on the project so far: Adriatic Animation
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Producer:
Orsolya Sipos
sipos@saltofi lm.com
Hungary

Producer:
József Fülöp
fulop@saltofi lm.com
Hungary

Director:
Nadja
Andrasev
andrasev@gmail.com
Hungary

Symbiosis
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Logline: A betrayed wife secretly observes her husband’s lovers and starts a collection 
of them.

Description of the main story and poetics: Animated short for adults about 
a betrayed wife who secretly observes her husband’s lovers and starts a collection of them. 
After digging more into the mistresses’ lives, her initial superfi cial observations become 
deeper, and her jealousy turns into a unique attraction to her specimens. Like an amateur 
naturalist, she organizes her fi ndings in an imaginary curiosity cabinet. She slowly starts to 
notice the important details under the surface and her hobby develops into a passionate 
addiction.

Concept/director’s statement: The psychology of collectors is really intriguing: 
the reasons behind what makes people look for items that are in some ways similar, yet 
diff erent, and keep them in their living space. In some cases, maybe, this drive starts by 
realizing you already have a little collection of your own. Most of us have experienced be-
trayal or jealousy either in our own life or around us. The main character in this fi lm tries to 
cope with her husband’s infi delity in a unique way, distancing herself and trying to control 
her situation in a way. As the fi lm progresses, we see her attitude changing slightly over 
time as she becomes passionate about her collection of mistresses. Mixed media visuals 
lend themselves to show the naturalist’s varied collection of information on the specimens 
and glimpses of her thoughts, while simpler minimalist scenes will illustrate the narrative 
and the wife’s lonely hobby. Collages of fractured images will also complement the mosaic-
-like story structure.

Estimated budget: 80.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Nadja Andrasev earned an MA in Animation at Moholy  Nagy 
University of Art and Design. Her graduation fi lm, The Noise of Licking premiered at the 
Cinéfondation Selection at Cannes, winning the Joint Third Prize. She was a participant of 
Animation Sans Frontières in 2015 – 2016, developing her next fi lm.

Presentation of the production company: Salto company works with 
content-oriented projects through idea development, creative consultancy, scriptwriting, 
animation fi lm and 360 degree production, pitch training, PR and communication, fi nancial 
management, education. Salto’s team combines a wide range of knowledge with long pro-
fessional experience and valuable international network.

List of partners on the project so far: 55.000 EUR fi nanced by the Media 
Service Support and Asset Management Fund of Hungary and Salto Film
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Producer:
Antoine Liétout
antoine@laidakfi lms.com
France

Producer:
Ivan Zuber
ivan@laidakfi lms.com
France

Director:
Matthew Torode
matt@tincup.tv
South Africa

Waterloo & Trafalgar
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Logline: Two soldiers stand in an unknown place, at an unknown time. Waterloo (dressed 
in blue) and Trafalgar (in orange) spend their days watching each other, hidden behind 
parallel walls. Until one day when a curious little bird interrupts their daily routines.

Description of the main story and poetics: Waterloo & Trafalgar spend their 
days watching each other and fi ghting. In a nearby tree lives a bird, who has to undergo 
their constant yelling. One day, it decides to fl y down and is surprisingly well received! The 
three become buddies, but not together. The soldiers are unaware of the fact that the bird 
is bi-coloured and that each only see one of his sides, the one of their own colour. Until one 
day, the bird shows its other side to each soldier who instantly consider him an enemy. The 
two start chasing it, until they run into each other. For the fi rst time, Waterloo and Trafalgar 
are face to face.

Concept/director’s statement: In our actual context, I feel that many artists 
have this need to talk about the fear of the other and self-withdrawal. But to manage to 
translate this into a universal subject is not easy task. Yet it is what I found and what tou-
ched me in the original book of Olivier Tallec. I chose to adapt it into a fi lm to give the story 
a new rhythm and opening. I kept the main idea of this strange place where the two soldiers 
live (and that we discover only at the end), and of their routine. I forced the character of the 
bird which is the key element of the step towards understanding of each other. Getting the 
youngest audience to understand the absurdity and the nonsensical nature of fi ghting is 
something genuinely important to me, especially in our actual world. The story of Waterloo 
and Trafalgar aims to raise more attention to our neighbours and to teach everyone, with 
humour, the value of mutual understanding despite our diff erences.

Estimated budget: 120.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Matt Torode is an award-winning director and animator based 
in Cape Town, South Africa. His work has been broadcast on MTV, VH1 and collected millions 
of views on YouTube. Matt worked for TV programs as well as for feature fi lms, as develop-
ment and art director for the movie Khumba in offi  cial competition in Annecy in 2013. For 
the past 6 years, Matt has been working for his own company TinCup.

Presentation of the production company: Laïdak Films is a French/German 
production company with a focus on quality fi lms regardless of the format, length, or type. 
Launched in 2015, Laïdak has developed various projects such as animation, live action and 
VR fi lms. They attend all major international festivals (Cannes, Berlin, Annecy...) in order to 
associate themselves with international projects and cooperation between artists around 
the world.
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Producer:
Veronika
Kocourková
vkocourkova@gmail.com
Slovakia

Director:
Michal Blaško
blasko.michal@gmail.com 
Slovakia

Director:
Marta
Prokopová
martuska.prokopova@gmail.com
Slovakia

Wild Beasts / Divoké bytosti

Producer:
Simona Hrušovská
simona.hrusovska@gmail.com
Slovakia
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Logline: People are tired of ruling the world, so they allow animals to take care of it.

Description of the main story and poetics: Animals took over the world! 
No, not by violence, bloodshed, corruption or anything “planet of the apes” like – people 
just let them. They were tired of having been the lords of nature for so long and went on a 
deserved vacation. Now it is animals, who must face all the responsibilities, dilemmas and 
problems, just like people before them. Wild Beasts is an unchronological mosaic of situati-
ons of two animals and one human character, who all struggle in this new kind of society.

Concept/director’s statement: I am hoping for a stronger emotional tension 
of each scene by switching over the roles of animals and humans – animals in our world 
impersonate human characters and people impersonate animals. These creatures represent 
people that resigned on human principles. On the other hand, human beings are presented 
only in situations which expose them as careless wild beings on vacation. Their presence 
supports the stylized fauna and points to the loss of ideals which has led to the swap of 
roles between humans and animals. This “change in hierarchy” allowed me to work in 
situations with more objectivity, humor, irony and symbolism. The stories will be edited in 
a way of rotating and supplementing each other and they will create a mosaic of creature’s 
lives confronted with their secrets, deviations and suff erings.

Estimated budget: 28.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Marta Prokopová and Michal Blaško are authors born and 
raised in Bratislava. Their alma mater is VŠMU – Academy of Performing Arts. In the past, 
they worked together at the fi lm Mila Fog (Animafest Zagreb 2016, Filmfest Dresden, Festi-
val Ciné Court Animé in Roanne, Sehsuechte Festival, Mecal Festival in Barcelona, Febiofest 
2016, Fest Anča).

Presentation of the production company: Super fi lm is a young indepen-
dent production company focusing mainly on fi lm production at all stages, but also on 
production of events and fi lm festivals. Super fi lm currently works on two animated projects 
– Ka Boom! (TV series for children) and Wild Beasts (short fi lm).
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Series / TV Specials 
Back in the past, many generations of Europeans 
grew up on animated series from Central and Eastern 
Europe. These came from the times when govern-
ments and public broadcasters fully fi nanced audio-
visual works, when resources seemed abundant for 
those whose work was accepted. Since the end of 
the eighties, the audio-visual sector has been ruled 
by the market. But there is no sustainable animation 
market in our region. Animation is not considered or 
set up to be a promising business. And so fi nancing 
an animated series has become a true art, an adrenal-
in sport. Still, there is much hope, thanks to growing 
cooperation in our region, European union funding, 
new distribution platforms, various innovations and… 
last but not least… thanks to the growing numbers 
of motivated and fast-learning producers and to the 
amazing talent we have who are bringing in fresh and 
daring ideas. Good luck to all those who made it to 
the VAF Trebon 2017 pitching contest. 
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Series / TV Special Projects:
Pitching preparation
 
This part of the programme is not open to the public.

These are group and individual sessions with experienced tutors off ering the pitching teams 
support and guidance, and the opportunity to discuss their projects and their market poten-
tial. The participants get a priceless opportunity to assess the strengths and weaknesses of 
their presentations and fi nd the highlights and arguments for the best pitch. 

The Tutors for Series / TV Specials pitching preparation:

Joan Lofts – Cartoon Forum – was Director of Television at Contender 
Entertainment Group. She was responsible for developing and oversee-
ing the television production division – integrating with the company’s 

vision to Build Entertainment Brands. This department was run and 
built in close proximity to International TV Sales, Publishing, Licensing 

and Merchandising, and DVD. Recent animated hits include Tractor 
Tom, Peppa Pig, Humf, Little Kingdom and a special for Channel 4,

Lost and Found. She is currently involved with mentoring projects for 
the European Media Programme – and is also a Chair person for the 

Cartoon Forum. She has also recently run pitching clinics in Asia for the 
Asian Animation Summit.

Agnes Bizzaro – Cartoon Forum – works as a consultant for Europe-
an broadcasters and producers. She started her career in TV production 
in France and then moved to the public channel, France 2, where she 
was responsible for the coproduction of animation series. She then 
worked for channel M6 in the fi ction department. She is also a content 
coordinator for Cartoon Springboard, the Cartoon pitching event dedica-
ted to young European talents.
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European animation series will come to life 
at Cartoon Forum 2017

The French city of Toulouse will host the 28th edition of Cartoon Forum, the copro-
duction platform for European animation series that will present more than 80 new 
projects from across Europe from 12-15 September 2017. For 3 days, producers have 
the opportunity to pitch their project in front of 900 investors, broadcasters and buyers 
from 30 countries.
Created in 1990 to boost the co-production and distribution of European animation for 
television and new media platforms, Cartoon Forum has helped 700 animation series 
obtain financing to the tune of over 2.4 billion euros.



Series / TV Special Projects:
Pitching competition
 
This part of the programme is not open to the public.

The ten best projects will compete in a pitching contest based on concise presentations and 
discussion with the jury and the audience. The winning project and the runner up (Special 
mention) will have direct access to Cartoon Forum 2017 without the need to undergo com-
petitive pre-selection. Graziella Bildesheim from MAIA workshops will be closely following 
both the Series/TV specials and Short fi lm pitching competitions, in order to select the most 
promising emerging producer who will receive this year’s special Maia Award, consisting of 
a scholarship and an automatic selection to take part in next year’s Maia Workshops.

Pitching competition of Series / TV Specials – jury:

Nathalie Jacobs (Belgium) studied fi lm editing and continuity supervi-
sion (IAD, 1996–1999) and obtained a Master’s in Production Manage-
ment (IAD, 2010–2011). She worked freelance on several fi lm and TV 

productions, both fi ction and documentary. In 2006, she worked closely 
with journalist Philippe Dutilleul on the controversial program By Bye 

Belgium. Since 2015, she has been responsible for the co-productions 
within OUFtivi, the 360° youth department of RTBF (Belgian Public TV). 

Zsuzsanna Kreif (Hungary) is a freelance animation director and 
illustrator based in Budapest, graduated from MOME in 2014. Her fi rst 
fi lm, Limbo-Limbo Travel, co-directed with Bori Zétényi was pitched 
on VAF, won best short fi lm prize, and also the opportunity to work 
in coproduction with the french company Lardux Films. The fi lm was 
fi nished in 2014, and was selected and awarded on several internati-
onal fi lm festivals. At the moment she‘s directing the twelve episodes 
TV-series Candide for the Hungarian Television, which will be fi nished in 
the summer of 2017. 
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Ferenc Varsányi (Hungary) fi lm director, screenwriter, producer, lectu-
rer, curator. Throughout his 30-year career, he has won multiple awards 
including an Emmy for Rugrats (Klasky/Csupo Inc. USA). He has worked 
all over the world from Hollywood to Asia to Europe. Altogether, he has 
directed hundreds of live action and animation projects. At present, he 

is the President of the Animation Committee / MTVA (Media Support and 
Asset Management Fund)

Michaela Sobolčáková (Slovakia) works in Radio and Television of 
Slovakia, Acquisitions Department, as a Programme Editor and Buyer of 
programmes for children and scripted television series. Previously, she 
has been working for an international distribution company as an editor 
and all rights buyer of theatrical feature fi lms and animated movies, or for 
the Slovak Television as Organisation Manager of the Prix Danube Inter-
national Television Festival of Programmes for Children and Young People. 

Anna Mroczek (Poland) is a producer Producer of animated fi lms such 
as Three Kings by Anna Błaszczyk, The Advisers of King Hydrops by 

Natalia Brożyńska, Locus by Anita Kwiatkowska Naqvi, The Wizard of 
U.S by Balbina Bruszewska, Last stop is the Moon by Brute Sodeikaite. 

Currently developing her latest project Bridge by Izumi Yoshida. Co-
-owner of two Poland-based production companies: WJTeam and Likaon. 
Member of the board of the Polish Filmmakers Association Lodz division 

and member of the Supervisory Board of Polish Animation Producers 
Association.
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Series / TV Special Projects:
Pitching competition
 
Pitching competition of Series / TV Specials – jury:

Frederic Puech (France) is the founder of Planet Nemo Animation, 
where he acts as an Executive Producer & Creative Director. He is also 
the creator of several of the studio‘s key series, and Producer at Anka-
ma where he oversees the French gaming co. animation TV & Feature 

productions and distribution. Recognized by his peers, Frédéric was 
nominated for Young Producer of the Year 2006, Animation Producer 

of the Year (2010 and 2011) by the French Producers’ Guild PROCIREP, 
and for European Animation Producer of the Year (2011) by Cartoon 

professional association.

Martina Peštaj (Slovenia) is the Head of Children’s and Youth Pro-
gramme at RTV Slovenija, where she has worked for a number of years 
as a creator, editor, and scriptwriter. She is a selector for foreign ani-
mation and life-action series for children. As a Media Psychologist, she 
manages the Research Laboratory for analysing children’s programmes 
in diff erent target groups. She collaborates with Logout – Center for 
Digital Addiction Help and Treatment, Slon educational programme as 
part of Animateka International Animated Film Festival in Ljubljana, and 
Animafest Zagreb as a selector for the children’s programme. Her role 
of a TV expert allows her to regularly collaborate with the Slovenian 
Ministry of Culture on various cultural and art programmes in the fi eld 
of media education. 
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Graziella Bildesheim is an independent producer and founder/direc-
tor of MAIA Workshops, an EU-supported training initiative for emerging 
producers running since 2005. She lectures at Centro Sperimentale 
and served as member of the Italian National Film Board between 2014 
and 2016. She is member of ATC the European Association of Training 
Providers, EFA and David di Donatello Award.

Additional Jury member for MAIA Award.
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Producer:
Gábor Osváth
osvathgabor@fi lmfabriq.hu
Hungary

Producer:
Patricia
D’Intino
dintino.patricia@gmail.com
Hungary

Director:
Péter
Szeiler
szeilerp@gmail.com
Hungary

Castaways / Hajótöröttek
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Logline: Educational animated series about a grandpa’s and his grandson’s adventures 
on a stranded island.

Description of the main story and poetics: Kolos and his Grandpa are 
shipwrecked and stuck on a stranded island – this is where our story starts. How can they 
survive? Can they create a liveable and sustainable environment for themselves? How can 
they make use of their knowledge of science in everyday practice? How do they fi ght the 
elements and face other practical challenges? The plot of each episode revolves around pra-
ctical problems (looking for food, building shelter, orientation, growing plants and keeping 
animals, which Kolos and Grandpa can solve using their science skills.

Concept/director’s statement: Our most important aim is to make natural 
science an interesting and entertaining experience to counterpoint the somewhat dry 
school education. At the same time, we would like the series to off er entertainment to older 
age groups of students as well as adults. The visual and audio environment, the characters 
and the problems raised all point towards humour and playfulness, but as all tales, our story 
cannot be complete without tension and the primal fear of the unknown. Kronos, the Vara-
nus is a real philosopher with peculiar, critical views of mankind. We would like to show how 
humans can control and rule their environment but we must also draw attention to what a 
disastrous eff ect this rule can have if mankind acts without environmental awareness, as 
an oppressor. Thus Kronos, the Varanus who hates humans is not merely an antagonist but 
a live warning: all this does not belong only to you! Castaways is a 2D computer animation 
which can be made by a comparatively simple production technology and software environ-
ment. This makes it suitable for a shorter production time frame in a series format.

Target audience: age 5 - 9; No. of episode: 13 (fi rst season) x 7 min

Estimated budget: 390.000 EUR (series) / 30.000 EUR (episode)

Director’s biography: Péter Szeiler is a Hungarian director and writer. He graduated 
from the University of Theatre and Films Arts of Budapest (SZFE) from the class of director 
Ildikó Enyedi. After his fi ction short fi lms, he turned to animation and created the And Ubul 
as well as És ezt így hogy? series. Currently also working on his fi rst live action feature 
project.

Presentation of the production company: After more than 20 short fi lms 
and documentaries, the company’s last production has been the feature creative doc What 
a Circus!, out now in cinemas in Hungary. Gábor Osváth previously produced Réka Bucsi’s 
LOVE (Berlinale 2016, Sundance 2017) and executive produced Luca Tóth’s Superbia (Can-
nes Semaine de la Critique 2016).

List of partners on the project so far: 296.000 EUR already secured from 
Hungary (Hungarian Media Patronage and Tax Rebate)
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Producer:
Mike Riemenschneider
m.riemenschneider@iama-halle.de
Germany

Director:
Amanda Richardson
evesbellybutton@hotmail.com
United Kingdom

Dinosaurs in the Sky / Dinosaurs 
in the Sky
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Logline: After being stuck in heaven for 65 million years, God appoints the dinosaurs as 
the new guardian angels of Planet Earth.

Description of the main story and poetics: God certainly has a lot on his 
plate, taking care of an infi nite and ever-expanding universe. Since the Dinosaurs are so 
keen to get away from heaven, God agrees to let them go to Earth and help. Of course, be-
ing dinosaurs, they are all completely out of their depths in their attempts to solve personal 
and global problems in the space of a single day. In their new mission the dinosaurs beco-
me, among other things, temporary baby sitters, marriage guidance counsellors, baseball 
coaches, money lenders, cleaners, substitute teachers and members of political parties.

Concept/director’s statement: Dinosaurs in the Sky made me laugh from the 
minute I had the idea for it. Here is a series that explores something that has never been 
explored before; humanity from the point of view of characters who can think and feel like 
people, but aren’t people. Exploring all the problems we all share, from the micro to the ma-
cro, with realism, originality and – most of all – humour. The potential for stories is endless, 
and with the dinosaurs always inevitably fi nding themselves back where they started (whe-
ther they succeeded in helping the person they were assigned to that day or not), it begs 
for the sitcom format. The main infl uences thus far have been Seinfeld (with the relatability 
and monotony of real life, with no attempt at faking glamour) and South Park (with its ability 
to attack left and right issues with equal conviction and originality). As well as Monty Python 
with their genius for tackling big ideas such as Life of Brian while also being able to embra-
ce the silliest and most surreal situations without ever crossing the line. Napier University 
gave me a grant prize to develop the series into storyboards and animatics. Cartoon Spring-
board selected it in 2015, and Bridging the Gap in 2016. I have had almost consistent praise 
for Dinosaurs in the Sky, with professionals telling me it is unlike anything else out there. I 
am certain it will stand out among all other shows of its kind.

Target audience: Young Adults + Adults; No. of episodes: 13 x 23 min

Estimated budget: N/A

Director’s biography: Amanda Richardson has won many awards in recent years, 
for animation and short fi lms in particular. She started off  studying animation before 
transferring over to screenwriting at Arts University Bournemouth. Her awards include Gold 
at the Page Screenwriting Awards, Edinburgh International Film Festival, the European Pro-
gramme at La Poudriere, IMDB Script to Screen Award and John Brabourne Awards.

Presentation of the production company: Working as a freelancer under my 
future company called Eucatastrophe. 
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Producer:
Bella
Szederkényi Gray
bella@cubanimation.com
Hungary

Director:
Bálint Gelley
balint@cubanimation.com
Hungary

Door to Othertown / Átjáró
Másvárosba
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Logline: Based on Andrea Magyari’s successful children’s Book, Door to Othertown is 
an adventurous story told in 13 episodes. By saving Othertown from its curse, Kázmér and 
Kamilla learn how they can bring colour in the real world too.

Description of the main story and poetics: Kázmér had a visitor on a rainy 
day, which is a little bit too rich in cabbage as well, the peculiar character arrives through 
the tile stove and his name is: Messenger. The yellow dressed courier came from Othertown, 
where – despite it being a magical place, unlike the real world – nothing has happened for 
a while. The man with the lisp is asking for Kázmér’s help to investigate. Kázmér convinces 
his best friend, Kamilla, then they hit the road to fi nd out what happened in Othertown – 
because it’s not just boring, when nothing happens; it can even be really dangerous!

Concept/director’s statement: When I fi rst read Andrea Magyari’s A Door to 
Othertown, I immediately fell in love with the story and the illustrations by Ilka Mészely as 
well. The characters seemed so original, and indeed they are: not only as illustrations, but 
as characters in the outstanding story. A Door to Othertown is an exciting story not only 
for the young audiences, but for the whole family. The humour, the excellence in dialogues 
engage the adults as well as the children. The plot is based around subjects like friendship, 
jealousy, forgiveness, and – the reason why I feel most strongly connected to the project – 
the subject of creativity. All these issues are told by subtle metaphors, in a generally very 
entertaining form. My plan is to tell the story in 13 episodes. We are inviting the viewer 
to take part in an exciting and visually stunning journey, getting closer and closer to the 
mysterious curse of Othertown in every episodes, all the way to the cathartic fi nale, which 
entertains the children and gives the adults food for thought at the same time. The visuals 
are based on the high-quality illustrations of the book by Ilka Mészely. In the digital 2D 
animation process, our goal is to preserve the watercolour look of the backgrounds and the 
characters, but make the overall aesthetic more colourful. The pilot episode supported by 
the Hungarian Media fund won the Children’s Jury Award at Primanima 2016.

Target audience: age 8–12; No. of episode: 13 x 7 min

Estimated budget: 351.000 EUR (series) / 27.000 EUR (episode)

Director’s biography: Balint Gelley is director, producer and co owner of the CUB 
Animation Studio. He graduated from MOME Animation in 2012. His graduation fi lm, Hearth 
was in competition in several prominent festivals, including Annecy 2013 and Hiroshima 
2014. After graduation, he attended workshops like ASF and A4C, and pitched his projects 
on forums like VAF and Cartoon Springboard.

Presentation of the production company: CUB Animation is an independent 
animation studio based in Budapest, Hungary. Their main obsession is creating worlds with 
unique design, unlimited tools of animation, and the power of young talents.
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Producer:
Michal Podhradský
michal@animation.cz
Czech Republic

Director:
Zora Cejnková
zora.cejnkova@tiscali.cz
Czech Republic

The Elements / Elementi
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Logline: Adventurous Julia (7) has four secret friends, the four elements. Fire, Earth, 
Water and Air take her onto unexpected adventures. Julia ventures into the secrets of mo-
dern technology and nature and discovers the world around her like nobody before her.

Description of the main story and poetics: In the pilot story of the series, 
Julia ́s beloved blue ring has fallen into the sink and disappeared down the plughole. But she 
is determined to fi nd it. With the help of Water (Rio) she launches on a risky quest into the 
invisible water kingdom. During her trip, full of magic produced by all the Elements, she dis-
covers a new world full of unknowns and dangers. She travels through the house plumbing, 
into the sewage system under the town, fi ghts and defeats a sewage rat, fi nally experiencing 
how a cleaning station works. On this trip she not only confronts her fears but learns about 
how water is treated, how it is precious. 

Concept/director’s statement: Julia and “The Elements” bring their story in an 
entertaining way appropriate for the early school age but there is an educational message 
behind it. Through her adventures, Julia discovers the ways the contemporary world around 
her works. The four elements, Water, Earth, Fire and Air, can answer all of Julia ́s questi-
ons. They are wise and powerful but very human like at the same time. Each of them has a 
distinct character defi ned by their typical abilities, behaviour and language. Earth, Gaia, is 
a cool strong woman with a clay body who is always on top of things; Fire, Fogo, who enters 
the story like lightening, speaks quicker than she thinks, stuttering sometimes; Rio ́s voice 
bubbles as a spring creek, has power over a drop of water or the Oceans; and fi nally Air, 
Feng, a lazy calm breeze or winter snow storm, who often forgets to fi nish a sentence. Julia 
is the main character. A curious girl with a natural interest in all what is around her. In the 
narrative, it is always her who puts the question “WHY” and who tries to solve the puzzle. 
The Elements are helping but Julia has to be the one to make the trip and fi nd out “WHY and 
HOW”. The Elements either cooperate or not. Exactly as it is in the real world. It can happen 
that each of The Elements would have his own best idea what to do, there could be discussi-
ons and competition among The Elements, what means a trouble. And the trouble sparkles
a dialogue among Julia and The Elements, which is true “juice” of the storytelling. 

Target audience: age 4–7; No. of episodes: 26 x 11 min

Estimated budget: 2.626.000 EUR (series) / 101.000 EUR (episode)

Director’s biography: Zora Cejnkova award-winning documentary fi lm maker and 
screenplay writer, TV presenter. In her documentary fi lms, she uses stylized animated scenes to 
enhance the narrative. Latest in 2015, the 2nd prize by Eurovision Creative Forum in Berlin for the 
best European format which she won for her world-wide discussed Holiday in the Protectorate. 

Presentation of the production company: In 20 years of activity, the studio 
has created dozens of fi lms, commercials, video clips and partial animation. Some works are 
holders of international awards. Studio is a frequent partner in the famous creative agencies 
and also cooperates with art schools, especially with FAMU Prague.
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Director, Producer:
Artur Wyrzykowski
artur.wyrzykowski@artcore.pl
Poland

Forest Disputes / Leśne spory
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Logline: The inhabitants of the forest dispute on a sunny clearing. Boar brings out the 
accusation, Lynx is a defender and Bison, the judge, passes the judgement. At the end, all 
animals dance together, happy that they have learned another legal principle.

Description of the main story and poetics: Every episode starts with an 
alleged off ence. Then, in front of the forest court, the victim is represented by Boar, the 
prosecutor, and defended by Lynx, the attorney and our main character. By asking precise 
questions, Lynx combines two statements into one truth. With each question we know more 
and more about the actual course of events. When wise Bison, the judge starts signing the 
verdict, all animals join him. Everyone is singing the moral and dancing. Every episode ends 
with a reconciliation between the victim and the defendant. All animals are happy to learn 
another legal principle.

Concept/director’s statement: Together with ORA (District Council of Attorneys 
in Warsaw), we want to teach kids the basics of law. We want to picture the court as a nice 
and friendly place where all disputes may be settled. That’s why our characters are animals 
which dance and sing the verdict along with the judge at the end of every episode. The 
verdict is also the moral of the episode, easy to remember for the children when sung as 
the chorus of the song. Although the animals dispute in court, there is no aggression or 
drama in their arguments. There are no bad characters who deliberately break the law. 
Animals just don’t always know the law and that causes misunderstandings, which need 
to be settled by the wise Bison. In the fi rst episode, we teach that there is no guilt without 
unquestionable proof. Squirrel accuses Bear that he ate her acorns. She saw the imprints 
of his paws and he was sleeping with a big smile on his face. But Lynx, the attorney, proves 
that this smile is caused by a very pleasant dream and his paws imprints were there, becau-
se he always takes that route. Every inhabitant of the forest learns that no one can accuse 
someone of breaking the law and hope to convict him if they can’t prove his guilt.

Target audience: age 5–7; No. of episodes: 13 x 6 min

Estimated budget: 390.000 EUR

Director’s biography: He studied directing in Warsaw Film School, production 
management and scriptwriting in Lodz Film School. Now he focuses on pre-production of a 
short animation Klingert’s Diving Suit, presented at VAF 2016 and Euro Connection 2017.

Presentation of the production company: Artcore is a Warsaw-based pro-
duction and animation studio, established in 2007. It creates, produces and post-produces 
commercials as well as short and full-length feature fi lms. Artcore is a member of Polish 
Audiovisual Producers Chamber of Commerce and Polish Animation Producers Association. 

List of partners on the project so far: ORA (District Council of Attorneys in 
Warsaw) – 13.000 EUR for the fi rst episode.
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Director:
Ivana Šebestová
sebestova@yahoo.com
Slovakia

Director, Producer:
Katarína Kerekesová
katakerekesova@gmail.com
Slovakia

Mimi & Lisa (Christmas TV special) 
/ Mimi & Líza (Vianoce, TV špeciál)
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Logline: Two extraordinary friends – blind Mimi and spontaneous Lisa – will help to fi nd 
the right power of childhood memories for all their neighbourhood. Fortunately, the strong 
Christmas magic will help them.

Description of the main story and poetics: Blind, shy Mimi and restless, 
crazy Lisa discover the amazing worlds of neighbours in their house. The special friendship 
of these two girls brings along a lot of adventures, but also opens the hearts of people living 
in the house. The grey building becomes more cheerful and open hearted. And now all the 
neighbours will celebrate Christmas together. They will make a beautiful big Christmas tree 
in the hall of the house. The same as stand in the town square in their childhood. Because 
Christmas time – it’s the best time to create new memories for the future. And maybe cor-
rect the unhappy ones from the past.

Concept/director’s statement: During their lives, Mimi and Lisa became a part 
of many children’s childhood here in Slovakia. Their success led us to the idea of continuing 
with this project. Due to our capabilities we decided to entrust the direction of new TV spe-
cial MIMI and LISA to Ivana Šebestová. Ivana has contributed to the project on many levels, 
The topic of Christmas presents a challenge to all authors – working with originality and 
without clichés. Christmas brings a lot of fundamental values – sharing common traditions, 
family cohesion. We would like to tell the story in this direction, without any resonance of 
materialism, which belongs to Christmas more and more. We bring a continuation of the po-
pular TV series and its characters, but at the same time, we are opening a new story. Toge-
ther with Mimi and Lisa, we will recognize the importance of memories and their subjective 
power which aff ects the world around us. We will recognize secret Christmas ingredients 
through Mimi’s senses, the only way she can do it – with hands and ears. Of course with a 
certain level of adventure, tension and in beautiful design full of fantasy and colours.

Target audience: age 5 –  8; No. of episode: 1 x 26 min

Estimated budget: 200.000 EUR

Director’s biography: Ivana Sebestova fi nished Master’s and postgraduate studies 
at VŠMU Bratislava, Animation Department. She has directed a few successful shorts Four 
(2007), Snow (2013) and also cooperated as animator in many other projects e.g. Pik and 
Nik, Stones, TV series Mimi & Lisa. She also works as illustrator of books Mimi & Lisa. 

Presentation of the production company: Fool Moon is a production house 
focused on creation of animated fi lms. During these years a stable team of professionals 
and artists has been formed with the main target of bringing quality production with artistic 
originality to adults and children (animation musical Stones, TV series Mimi & Lisa). Current-
ly they work on the 3D animated series The Websters.

List of partners on the project so far: Radio and Television Slovakia
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Director:
José Cavalheiro
zprojecto205@gmail.com
Portugal

Producer:
José Teixeira
oalmagrande@gmail.com
Portugal

Mr. Passenger / Sr. Passageiro
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Logline: In a hypothetical world where, as in our dreams, places and situations are con-
nected through a system of communicating vessels, Mr. Passenger opens Pandora’s box of 
questions and assumes the role of the Quiz Master.

Description of the main story and poetics: Every day a new situation 
pushes Mr. Passenger to a new journey. Just as there are people who seem to attract mis-
fortune, Mr. Passenger attracts adventure and poetry. Thanks to his huge mental legs and 
to the wit of his companion named Sign Bird, plenty of questions lead to plenty of fasci-
nating paths. Mr. Passenger lives every little epic journey as if it were the last. In fact, Mr. 
Passenger never quits. Travelling is Mr. Passenger’s profession but he always acts with the 
enthusiasm and the obstinacy of an amateur.

Concept/director’s statement: Mr. Passenger is an animated series designed to 
target viewers between 6 and 12 years old. However, our simple and attractive tales aim 
to touch all audiences, beyond those young viewers. The series consists of 26 episodes 
of 5 minutes each. Each episode develops a specifi c theme and a diff erent plot, although 
located in the same visual universe and starring the same characters. Just as the graphics 
of this series are the result of a major investment in stylization and soberness – inviting the 
viewer’s gaze to participate in the construction of meanings – the screenplays deal with 
basic issues during the development of which the main character formulates questions and 
refl ections. In fact, Mr. Passenger, the protagonist, is an eternal traveller and a specialist in 
the art of asking. For a plastic realization of the series, we chose the combination of 2D and 
3D techniques to enhance the strength of fi gures and scenarios. Mr. Passenger targets not 
only the television but also the internet and other cross-platform networks such as mobile 
and VR stores.

Target audience: age 6-12. However, our simple and attractive tales aim to touch all 
audiences, beyond those young viewers; No. of episodes: 26 x 5 min

Estimated budget: 800.000 EUR (series) / 30.000 EUR (episode)

Director’s biography: Degree in Animation Cinematography (LaCambre); Doctorate 
cum laude in Fine Arts (Universidad Polytecnica de Valencia). Assistant-Professor and Mem-
ber of the Scientifi c Board at the Fine Arts School (Univ. of Lisbon). Author of 3 short fi lms 
and 1 animation series, including Stuart and Candide, both nominated for the Cartoon D’Or.

Presentation of the production company: AIM is an animation-driven 
production company creating contents for cinema, TV and cross-platform communication. 
Our team includes a core collective of artists specialized in animation, special eff ects and 
post-production, a team of music composers and sound designers and a crew of engineers 
devoted to the development of interactive contents.

Lists of partners on the project so far: FBAUL, ICA. FBAUL, ICA, 100.000 EUR
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Director:
Ivan Zuber
ivan@laidakfi lms.com
France

Producer:
Antoine
Liétout
antoine@laidakfi lms.com
France

Director:
Hugo
De Faucompret
hugo.defaucompret@gmail.com
France

Mum is Pouring rain / Maman pleut 
des cordes
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Logline: Jane’s mother is struggling with depression; she sends her daughter to her 
Grandma’s for the summer. As Jane meets new friends such as Cloclo the bum, she learns to 
open herself to others, and realizes that she could be the one to help her mum.

Description of the main story and poetics: Jane often gazes at her navel, 
but that’s because she thinks it looks nice. Her mother is struggling with depression; she 
sends Jane to spend the summer at her grandma’s. There, Jane meets new friends, and a 
strange bum called Cloclo. He smells bad but he’s a real chef like Jane’s mum, although he 
only cooks dishes using garbage. As Jane learns to open herself to others, she realizes that 
she might be the one to help her mother. With the support of her new friends, Jane will get 
her mum out of the hospital for depressed people, and show her that her talent as a chef 
should not be wasted.

Concept/director’s statement: Depression is often considered “the illness of 
our century”, so I imagined a modern young heroine, Jane, facing the invisible “monster” of 
depression, lodging in her mothers’ heart. How would an 8 year-old react, when she doesn’t 
understand the complexity of adulthood yet? Jane’s parents are separated, so she stands 
alone against the unknown: this new mum, who can’t help moping around. Jane has become 
self absorbed, as a defence mechanism. Little by little, she will acknowledge the existence 
of other people, and understand that when one stops staring at their own navel, they might 
realize that the world is huge and the perspectives infi nite. The fi lm will have melancholy, 
but I defi nitely wanted to avoid writing a tear jerker. Jane’s trip to the countryside is a joyful 
time. She forms strong friendships, and learns a lot from other kids and Cloclo’s bunch of 
bums. Emotions are communicative, and Jane’s emotions in particular are unifying, which is 
why her friends end up teaming up to “save” her mum. “You’ll go faster alone, but further 
together” – African saying. The culinary dimension of the fi lm will also be important. The 
preparation and presentation of meals are a beautiful metaphor for Life. We do say that we 
“taste” life, after all. Jane’s mum’s depression is a loss of taste and colors. Frozen meal and 
dull hospital coat. “Tell me what you eat, I’ll tell you who you are” – J.A. Brillat Savarin

Target audience: age 9+; No. of episodes: 1 x 26 min

Estimated budget: 850.000 EUR (series)

Director’s biography: During his studies in the Gobelins fi lm school of Paris, Hugo 
directed several short-fi lms which rapidly gained great popularity. He then directed one of 
the fi lms of the France TV program En Sortant De l’Ecole. He co founded the collective Souvi-
ens Ten Zan, producing animated content and fi lms.

Presentation of the production company: Laïdak Films is a French/German 
production company with a focus on quality fi lms. Launched in 2015, Laïdak has developed 
various projects such as animation, live action and VR fi lms. They attend all major internati-
onal festivals (Cannes, Berlin, Annecy...) in order to associate themselves with international 
projects and cooperation between artists around the world.
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Director:
Denis
Golenja
denis.golenja@gmail.com
Croatia

Director:
Lukša 
Benić
luksa.benic@gmail.com
Croatia

Director:
Silva Ćapin
silva.capin@gmail.com
Croatia

Vacuum / Vakuum

Producer:
Marko
Dješka
markodjeska@gmail.com
Croatia
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Logline: Midway upon the journey of his life, Dante found himself within a vacuum clea-
ner darkness.

Description of the main story and poetics: Loosely based on a Dante’s Hell 
(Inferno), the story takes place inside a vacuum cleaner bag. The main character is Dante, a 
chubby and slow fl ea that was vacuumed up. His fl aws are his excessive eating and drinking 
habits, symbolizing gluttony. He encounters six characters during his travels who symbolize 
other sins. Dante wants to escape from the Vacuum Cleaner Hell trough 9 circles/episodes.

Concept/director’s statement: Vacuum is an animated black comedy series, 
aimed at 9+ youth audiences, that consists of nine 10 to 12-minute  long episodes. Using 
the classical literature framework, the series questions absurdities of everyday life. 

It is a satirical and contemporary interpretation and an entertaining paraphrase of a literary 
classic – Dante’s Hell (Inferno) from The Divine Comedy. Dante’s work was used merely as 
inspiration, although his structure – the circles of hell and punishments inside those circles 
– have been incorporated in the series. A few main characters share the same names and 
some qualities as their literary counterparts, while the rest remains a free interpretation or 
an adaptation to animated fi lm.
Animation technique combines traditional and computer animation. The main tone of a 
particular episode depends on the references and paraphrasing of a certain fi lm genre, and 
a similar approach is applied with other integral components of the authors’ signature such 
as sound and music. Future seasons will involve sequels based on Homer’s Odyssey (in that 
case, the action would take place in a so-called water vacuum cleaner) or Decameron by 
Boccaccio (handheld vacuum cleaner).

Target audience: age 9+; No. of episodes: 9 x 12 min

Estimated budget: 324.000 EUR (series) / 36.000 EUR (episode)

Director’s biography: Silva Ćepin (Osijek, 1989) studied Comparative Literature 
and Film and TV direction from which she graduated in 2015. She directed several short 
fi lms during her studies and was greatly appreciated by festivals for her short fi ction and 
documentaries. Since 2014, she has worked regularly for Croatian Television as the director 
of various TV magazines.

Presentation of the production company: Adriatic Animation is an indepen-
dent animation studio owned by authors. The focus is on producing short artistic animated 
fi lms for festival distribution. The studio is also developing content for cinema, television 
and web release. The studio has existed since 2014. The studio won at the VAF Trebon 2016 
with project Piracy of Princess Priceless, now in development. 

List of partners on the project so far: Croatian Audiovisual Centre – 5.000 EUR
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Producer:
Kateřina Ondřejková
katerina.ondrejkova@ceskatelevize.cz
Czech Republic

Director:
Maria
Procházková
maria.anim@gmail.com
Czech Republic

Why Paintings Don’t Need Titles / 
Proč obrazy nepotřebují názvy
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Logline: How many originals are there in the world? How much has a black square 
changed? And why would somebody steal a urinal? The answers to these and many more 
questions come in a 12  part series for children and their parents.

Description of the main story and poetics: The series is based on a best-
-selling Czech book and award winner, Why Paintings Don’t Need Titles, that introduces 
important information and the most famous art works that stood at the birth of contempo-
rary visual art to children. An exciting detective story plays out against the backdrop of the 
story of Mikuláš, Ema and their Grandma and Grandpa discovering the art of the turn of the 
19th and 20th centuries. The children’s trip eff ortlessly blends with the story of the thieves, 
who are trying to steal a urinal – Duchamp’s famous work.

Concept/director’s statement: The series introduces the world of fi ne art and 
transforms the gallery environment from the simplifi ed notion of a boring place where you 
can’t touch anything and have to whisper into an ideal world full of adventure and disco-
very, with a dash of mystery thrown in. The transformation into television format provides 
room to develop a more detailed treatment of the world of modern visual art which, thanks 
to the animation, is intelligible, vivid and fun. It’s an educational show for children that is 
highly audience friendly and entertaining at the same time both as to content and form. The 
detective story helps maintain suspense and curiosity about what will happen next and how 
things will turn out. The individual episodes will have a repetitive structure with diff erent 
animation techniques depending on what is being talked about. The narrative passages 
following the storyline of the main characters will be told in a comic book style (simple 
animation, a kind of basic “reality” based on the book art). Everything else will concern fi ne 
art and will be animated diff erently, in the spirit of the technique and style presented (e.g. 
the section about Vincent van Gogh will be painted with oil paints etc.). In the animation, 
we can have a step-by-step animation of how a certain work was created. It is not about 
recreating important art works, but presenting them to children.

Target audience: age 8–12; No. of episodes: 12 x 12 min

Estimated budget: 462.000 EUR (series) / 38.500 EUR (episode)

Director’s biography: Maria is a director, screenwriter, animator and artist. She has 
made over 60 animated video clips, as well as jingles and signature clips for foundations, 
festivals and TV. In recent years she has primarily focused on educational series for chil-
dren, such as an animated children’s TV, Czech Concentration, and a loose series Children 
Draw Songs. Her fi lms have won many awards.

Presentation of the production company: Czech Television is a national 
public service broadcaster and the largest co-producer of fi lm production in the Czech 
Republic. Currently the CTV has been broadcasting 6 programmes on 5 Channels. Full frame 
programmes CT1 and CT2, news programme CT24, for sports CT sport, programme for kids 
on CT:D and CT art which is aimed on culture and arts.
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VAF New Talents
This project is intended for alternative promotion of the most talented 
young animation fi lmmakers from Central and Eastern Europe. Its aim is 
to present internationally the 9 best fi lms made by young and debuting 
artists and debuting artists in a given year to a professional audience and 
for the general public. The selection of the fi lms focuses on extraordinary 
talents whose work promises successful future careers. The project counts 
on the presentation of this compilation at selected European animated 
fi lm festivals and to draw attention to new talents and bring them togeth-
er with experienced foreign producers. 
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VAF New Talents
 
New Talents project is intended for alternative promotion of the most talented young ani-
mation fi lmmakers from Central and Eastern Europe. Its aim is to present internationally the 
9 best fi lms made by young and debuting artists in a given year to a professional audience 
and for the general public. The selection of the fi lms focuses on extraordinary talents whose 
work promises successful future careers. The project counts on the presentation of this 
compilation at selected fi lm festivals and to draw attention to new talents and bring them 
together with experienced foreign producers. In 2016, New Talents have been successfully 
screened on more than 20 festivals. In 2017, New Talents is also adding additional activities 
including cinema distribution in selected countries. 

Why we created this project?

The quality of animation from the region of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) increases year 
by year; due to lack of suffi  cient space for animated fi lm promotion through national fi lm 
institutes, alternative ways of presentation are needed. With this in mind, VAF has taken the 
initiative and, as the fi rst such project in the region of Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic, 
Slovakia, Croatia and Slovenia, we are trying to make our animation visible even beyond the 
borders of the countries of origin. The selection of fi lms focuses on those whose creativity 
signifi es promising careers in the future and are already above the average. 

How do we make a selection?

Each year, a board of experts from the CEE is compiled to select the best work produced in 
the region that year. Festival artistic directors Annaida Orosz (Primanima), Olga Bobrowska 
(Stoptrik), Pavel Horáček (Anifi lm), Maroš Brojo (Fest Anča), Daniel Suljic (Animafest Zagreb) 
and Igor Prassel (Animateka) participated in the selection.

New Talents project involves launching a booklet with detailed information about fi lms, their 
creators and contacts for the producers or schools of origin. Its aim is not sales but rather 
support for dissemination at fi lm markets, among fi lm distributors, sales agents and festival 
program directors. The fi lm selection will also be screened at various fi lm festivals and in 
cinemas around the world so as to reach mainstream audiences. The Visegrad Animation 
Forum will also closely cooperate on the project with national fi lm centers and domestic 
professionals from the region. Our primary ambition is year-round promotion of awareness 
of animation by young artists from CEE and assistance for its further development, visibility 
and distribution.
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Pussy / Cipka
Poland, 2016, 8 min
Director: Renata Gąsiorowska,
Producer: Marcin Malatyński (Polish National Film School in Łódź) 

The Wild Boar
Germany, France, Hungary, 2016, 14 min
Director: Bella Szederkényi, Producer: Lissi Muschol (Kabinett Filmproduktion GmbH), 
Christian Popp (YUZU Productions), Thomas Schmitt (La Chambre aux Fresques)

Ink Meets Blank / Zdarzenie plastyczne
Poland, 2016, 5 min
Director: Tymon Albrzykowski,
Producer: Piotr Furmankiewicz, Mateusz Michalak (FUMI Studio)

Chilli
Slovakia, 2016, 8 min
Director: Martina Mikušová, Producer: Erika Paulinská (The Academy of Performing Arts)

Corner / Kut
Croatia, Estonia, 2016, 2 min
Director: Lucija Mrzljak, Producer: Estonian Academy of Arts

Volcano Island / Vulkánsziget
Hungary, 2017, 9 min
Director: Anna Katalin Lovrity, Producer: Jozsef Fulop (MOME)

Foreign Body / Ciało obce
Poland, 2016, 7 min
Director: Marta Magnuska,
Producer: Marcin Malatyński (Polish National Film School in Łódź)

Life in Patterns
Czech Republic, 2017, 2 min
Director: Vojtěch Domlátil, Producer: Vojtěch Domlátil

Farewell / Slovo
Slovenia, 2016, 6 min
Director: Leon Vidmar, Producer: Kolja Saksida (ZVVIKS)
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Industry program
The VAF Třeboň has grown into a platform where producers can build networks 
among themselves and with CEE region broadcasters, present new talents and 
their creative work for EU producers and help fi nd fi nancing and distribution for 
their projects. In addition to the main pitching competition for short fi lms and 
Series / TV Specials, the three-day programme off ers a number of presentations, 
debates and screenings. Animation professionals at the forum can acquire skills 
and know-how from foreign experts from the fi eld as well as useful contacts that 
will contribute to making their animated project a success.
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The Association of Czech Animation (ASAF) brings together Czech producers, independent 
fi lmmakers and animation studios who have decided to play an active role in the develop-
ment of animation in the Czech Republic as a branch of industry and to present it abroad. 
Our aim is to lay the foundations of a functioning animation industry that will be part of the 
Czech economy. The essential prerequisite is investment in boosting the quality of human 
resources, infrastructure and cooperation between individual players with a view to syste-
matically building up a professional and competitive animation industry. 

In terms of employment and economic performance, animation is stagnating in the Czech 
Republic. This cannot be avoided in the long-term unless we open up to the outside world 
and cooperate with it. To achieve this, an environment of purposeful and systematic coope-
ration between the private and public sectors must be created.

We have formulated our concept and vision for the development of the animation industry 
in the document Strategic Concept of Animation Industry Development (SCAID), 
which helps defi ne the animation sector in system terms. SCAID maps out the current 
situation and defi nes the fi eld’s strengths and weaknesses. At the same time it clearly 
formulates opportunities for creating a functional and competitive fi eld of animation in the 
Czech Republic with an eye towards global trends and challenges. It is a “roadmap” for the 
development of the Czech animation industry, comparing the level that Czech animation 
is currently at with those of developed countries, and what the fi eld wants to achieve by 
implementing strategies for development. If you would like to learn more about the project 
please write at info@asaf.cz or meet us at the VAF in Třeboň.

Czech Animation Today
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The Slovenian Animated Film Association (:D´SAF!) is a professional organization consisting 
of authors, artists, students, teachers and fans of animated fi lm. The association works to 
promote the profi le of Slovenian animated fi lm locally and internationally, and conducts 
a variety of activities that provide conditions appropriate for its development. By bringing 
together artists and the interested public, it facilitates contacts and interaction between 
actors within the industry and external participants. In the international space, the associati-
on strives to build up Slovenian animated fi lm in an organized way through the preparation 
of promotional materials and programs as well as the representation of individual members 
of the society at international events and festivals.

Matija Sturm (matija@dsaf.si) will be in attendance at the VAF Třeboň and will be happy to 
meet with you in person.

Slovenian Animation Today 
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The main objective of the Polish Animation Producers Association (SPPA) is to unite animati-
on producers with a view to promoting positive and attractive image of Polish animated 
fi lms in Poland and abroad with a special focus on contemporary animation. This involves 
integration of animated fi lm producers circle, arranging support to Polish producers of ani-
mated fi lms in order to obtain foreign co-producers and distributors, supporting young and 
talented fi lmmakers, promoting animated fi lms for children and youth, as well as bringing 
up and educating future animation viewers.

Producers involved in SPPA cooperate with major governmental institutions and other orga-
nizations connected with cinematography in Poland and abroad.

Dorota Chmielewska (dorota.paulina.chmielewska@gmail.com) will be in attendance at the 
VAF Třeboň and will be happy to meet with you in person. 

Polish Animation Today
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Slovak Animation Today

The Slovak Association of Animated Film Producers (APAF) is based in Bratislava and unites 
13 active production companies from Slovakia, dedicated to producing animated content. 
In the past few years, APAF was mainly active in co-organizing and co-fi nancing activities of 
Visegrad Animation Forum and thus bridging Slovak animation industry with partners from 
the Central and East European region and Europe. The association entertains a continuous 
dialogue with the Slovak Audiovisual Fund (AVF), motivating new regulations which allow 
the Slovak animated fi lm industry to grow under best practice and European standards of 
production. APAF also participates in the organization of the industry activities held during 
the Fest Anca International Animation Festival in Zilina. Finally, APAF promotes professional 
education activities through organizing workshops and masterclasses that help to develop 
the animated fi lm industry in Slovakia. 

In 2017, APAF edited a brochure showcasing the Slovak animation and the animated works 
produced within 2014–2020. Slovak producers are bringing about a growing number of pro-
jects with a high artistic quality and a European potential, made in international co-producti-
ons. APAF is proud to see an increasing number of its members’ projects being co-fi nanced 
by the Creative Europe MEDIA, receiving signifi cant attention at fi lm festivals and being 
distributed internationally thanks to recognized sales agents. 

Katarína Kerekesová (kata.kerekesova@foolmoonfi lm.com) and Juraj Krasnohorský 
(juraj@artichoke.sk) will be in attendance at the VAF Třeboň and will be happy to meet you 
in person.
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The Animation community of MOME is one of the defi ning creative workshops and intellectu-
al centres of Hungarian animation. Its scope of activities cover the operation of the universi-
ty department running the animation BA and MA educational programs. Talent management 
and content development set in an international network are of signifi cant role, an impor-
tant outcome is the creation and operation of incubator programs. Production activities are 
of key importance, in the framework of which animation project developments are commis-
sioned by Hungarian and international partners, or realised in cooperation with them. 
For the wide public, MOME ANIM organises an animation fi lmfestival (KISKAKAS), as well as 
fi lm premieres and exhibitions, while for the animation profession it off ers conferences and 
other forums. The aim is to strengthen the progressive trends of Hungarian animation, and 
at the same time increase its international visibility and acclamation. 
Among some other international successes in the last years (Rabbit and Dear, Symphony 
No. 42 etc.) the freshest highlights of MOME Anim are: the graduation fi lm of Nadja Andra-
sev Noise of Licking which had its international premier at the Cinéfondation section of the 
Cannes International Film Festival 2016, the short of Anna Katalin Lovrity titled Vulcano 
Island was selected in the Berlinale Generation program last February, and the graduation 
fi lm of Judit Wunder Bond will be screened on the Annecy International Film Festival‘s Stu-
dent competition 2017.

Györgyi Falvai (falvai@mome.hu) and József Fülöp (fl p@mome.hu) will be in attendance
at the VAF Třeboň and will be happy to meet with you in person. 

Hungarian Animation Today
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VAF Animation Today showcases the most important and successful fi lms produced in the 
last years within the region of Visegrad group (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia) 
and Slovenia. Selected fi lms present talented fi lm-makers of shorts but also various TV 
series projects that were recently fi nished or are still in production. Many fi lms and series 
like Koyaa, Weasel or Superbia are former participants and winners of VAF pitching sessions 
or have found their co-producer via Visegrad Animation Forum.

The selection of latest short fi lms from the Central and Eastern Europe: 
Balcony / Balkon |David Dell’Edera | Hungary, 2016, 6 min
Superbia | Luca Tóth | Hungary, 2016, 16 min
Mila Fog | Marta Prokopová | Slovakia, 2015, 11 min
The Tots / Drobci | Vanda Raýmanová, Michal Struss | Slovakia, 2016, 8 min
Occupation / Okupácia | Martina Mikušová | Slovakia, 2016, 4 min
Wipe out Perfectly / Dokonale vyhladit | Žofi e Zajíčková | Czech Republic, 2016, 4 min
The Fishermen / Rybáři | Bára Anna Stejskalová | Czech Republic, 2016, 10 min
Seed | Jan Kokolia | Czech Republic, 2016, 4 min
Hug Me | Mateusz Jarmulski | Poland, 2016, 6 min
Koyaa – Naughty Toy Car | Kolja Saksida | Slovenia, 2017, 3 min
Weasel / Podlasica | Timon Leder | Slovenia, 2017, 11 min
Farewell / Slovo | Leon Vidmar | Slovenia, 2016, 6 min

VAF Animation Today - screening
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MAIA Workshops

Maia Workshops is a training programme supported by Creative Europe MEDIA, specifi cally 
designed for emerging international producers. Our mission is to create a space for a gene-
ration of new producers to express unique voices and foster fresh talent from all over Europe.
Under the guidance of some of the best industry experts from all around the world we 
explore opportunities given by new collaborative and participative business models and we 
empower the participants in creating their sustainable companies with a long-term strategy.
The programme of Maia is made up of three fi ve-day residential workshops across a year 
respectively dedicated to Creative Skills, Legal & Financial Issues and Marketing & Distributi-
on. Each workshop off ers a tight combination of lessons, case-studies and practical exercises, 
specifi c work on participants’ projects and one-to-one meetings with tutors and trainers.
Maia primarily targets emerging producers, junior producers and graduates from fi lm scho-
ols, particularly from Central, Eastern European and Mediterranean countries. As the indus-
try evolves, an increasingly important secondary target is made up of production managers 
and other industry professionals with a demonstrated interest in acquiring producers’ skills.

At VAF this year, founder/director of Maia Workshops, Graziella Bildesheim from Italy, will 
be closely following both the TV series/TV specials and Short fi lm pitching competitions, in 
order to select the most promising emerging producer who will receive this year’s special 
Maia Award, consisting of a scholarship and an automatic selection to take part in next 
year’s Maia Workshops.

To fi nd out more about Maia Workshops visit www.maiaworkshops.org.
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The Korea Creative Content Agency (KOCCA) is South Korea’s leading government agency 
that oversees the advancement of Korean creative content, both domestically and inter-
nationally. KOCCA covers a wide range of Korea’s creative industries, including gaming, 
animation, character licensing, music, fashion, and broadcasting. KOCCA actively advances 
these industries via production support, marketing and promotion, global expansion abroad, 
human capital development, and cultural technology implementation. 
Furthermore, KOCCA serves as a base camp to help Korean content further fl ourish by 
running three organizations; Content Korea Lab, cel Academy, and cel Venture Complex. 
Content Korea Lab(CKL) is open to all Korean citizens with good ideas to realize their dream 
or start business, cel Academy is a training center for content creators, and cel Venture 
Complex incubating content start-ups.

Hoonjae LEE is a founder of Anitoart Inc. He has accumulated extensive experience, working 
in high-quality animation productions, in partnership with renowned companies such as Marvel 
Animation Studio, Sip Animation, Marathon, etc. In 2004, he founded the Studio B Corp. crea-
tive animation studio, and has been producing TV series animations, such as Aesop’s Theater, 
Koriyo, Little Train Choo Choo, and many short animated fi lms. He is currently producing a 3D 
animated feature fi lm Make the Princess Laugh, scheduled for release in 2018. 

Myungku KANG was a Director of the K-Pro Corporation and since 2008–2016 he was 
a General Director of the Gogumi Corporation. At this moment, he works at the University of 
Bucheon, Department of Game and Video Content and he is also a CEO of MKent. In 2014, the 
KOCCA nominated his family animation The Adventure of the BBB Trio. In 2013, he was 
a General Director of the Korean-Czech co-production Ally and Imaginary Forest.

Animation in Korea: Status 
and opportunities for co-operation

Hoonjae LEE Myungku KANG
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Planet Nemo Distribution is the commercial arm of the production company PlanetNemo. 
Based in Paris and Lille (France), it distributes worldwide a variety of programs. We are 
interested in distributing third-party animated properties, while being able to contribute 
creatively at development or production level. What we look for is originality, compelling 
storytelling themes that speak to family audience internationally, and “marketability”. For 
TV, we have had a particular eye for preschool shows, with 6–9 currently being our core 
target for acquisitions and co-productions. 

Frederic Puech is the founder of Planet Nemo Animation, where he acts as an Executive 
Producer and Creative Director. He is also the creator of several of the studio‘s key series, 
and Producer at Ankama where he oversees the French gaming co. animation TV and Featu-
re productions and distribution. 

Nathalie Jacobs studied fi lm editing and continuity supervision (IAD, 1996-1999) and 
obtained a Master’s in Production Management (IAD, 2010-2011). She worked freelance on 
several fi lm and TV productions, both fi ction and documentary. In 2006, she worked closely 
with journalist Philippe Dutilleul on the controversial program By Bye Belgium. Since 2015, 
she has been responsible for the co-productions within OUFtivi, the 360° youth department 
of RTBF (Belgian Public TV).

During the session Nathalie will explain how, with whom and why does a youth department 
of RTBF co-produce. What are they latest success stories and future plans.

Hints for good work with 
a distributor and a co-producer
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The Cine-Regio European network of regional fi lm funds in Europe is continuously expan-
ding and today represents 43 regional fi lm funds from 12 EU Member States, in addition to 
Norway and Switzerland. The members exhibit a range of support schemes and services for 
animation productions which aim to support fi lm culture in their countries. 
What are aid schemes for production of short fi lms? Where can one look for budgets for 
production of shorts? How do regions support animation. Does it apply to co-productions?
We invited experienced producers Olivier Catherin, Abigail Addison and Martin Vandas to a 
panel about other than national level support for animation projects.

Olivier Catherin in 2002 he joined the French Animated Films Association (AFCA) to create 
the International Animation Day celebration in France (Fête du cinema d’animation), he was 
the French representative on the ASIFA board. In 2008, he created the animated fi lm pro-
duction company Les Trois Ours, with Serge Elissalde and Jack Wang, and won César Award 
with the short Kiki of Montparnasse in 2014. 

Abigail Addison is a producer, and a co-founder and director of animate projects. Recent-
ly, she has produced the Silent Signal project, bringing together animators and scientists 
to produce six animations to be shown at UK galleries and international festival screenings. 
She also recently co-produced Chris Shepherd’s Johnno’s Dead. Abigail is on the Boards of 
Underwire Festival and fi lm and photography charity, Four Corners.

Martin Vandas is Czech producer of 4 feature animated fi lms, short fi lms, several 
documentaries and TV review programs. As a co-producer he worked among others with 
following successful animated short fi lms: The Tree by Lucie Sunkova or Superbia by Luca 
Toth, released in Cannes’ Semaine de la Critique competition. He is a Member of the Eu-
ropean fi lm Academy and an establishing member of Association of the Czech animation 
fi lm. His production company MAUR fi lm is the Member of the Audio-visual Producers‘ CZ 
Association.

How to fi nance a short fi lm
from your local fund?
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Cinemon Entertainment

Cinemon Entertainment is a multi-award-winning animation studio that has been using great 
company know-how with a personal touch for more than 20 years. It has established a reputati-
on as a quality provider of children’s animation movies, television series, commercials, appli-
cations and branding. Cinemon was legally created in 1994 as an animation service company 
connected to the Munich based TVLoonalnd AG and has been involved in the production of 
more than 15,000 minutes of animated projects, including 7 feature fi lms and hundreds of TV 
series’ episodes in coproduction with the biggest players in Canada, the USA, Germany, France, 
Sweden. Cinemon’s Executives’ fi lmography include feature fi lms and series like Babar, King of 
the Elephants, Pettson and Findus, Queen of the Sun, Felix, the Wumblers and many other titles 
from Europe and North America.

The operation has grown extremely fast but Cinemon has always preferred quality to quantity 
even though the amounts of output in the past years were vast, too. In the early years of 2000, 
Cinemon became totally independent and has contributed to many international co-productions 
as a partner capable of providing not only animation services of the highest standard but also 
fi nancial support, including successful grants from the Hungarian Funds, Creative Media and 
Eurimages. Cinemon is about to complete Being Solomon, a feature fi lm that adapts the ancient 
legends of King Solomon with a contemporary fresh overtone celebrating the crossing of borders 
between religions, nations and cultures. Coyote and the Rock, the most outstanding production 
among the latest projects has been collecting awards and competing in more than 50 festivals 
internationally. No wonder that this gorgeous fi lm, based on Native American Folktales, has been 
requested to be made into a feature fi lm, now in pre-production. Cinemon’s recent activities 
include book publishing for kids and mobile applications related to the animation projects.
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Candide is a Hungarian animated TV-series project based on Voltaire‘s novel, showing the 
original 18th century settings, but slightly mixed with some contemporary elements. It is 
planned to be a 13x7 minute TV series. The project won a special mention at VAF Trebon 
2014. During the pitch at Cartoon Forum 2016, the audience was attracted by a combinati-
on of music clip style with a strong philosophical message, experimental pop with great 
sense of humour. 
How can an adaptation of 1759 French satire become a successful animation series? 
Zsuzsanna Kreif and Réka Temple will tell us how to look for scripts with universal appeal 
and subject matter and how to develop your idea from a pitching presentation into a series 
ready for broadcasting in French and English.

Producers: Brigitta Iványi-Bitter, Károly Fehér, Co-producer: Réka Temple 
Supervising Director: Zsuzsanna Kreif, Writers and co-directors: Nándor Bera & Balázs Turai

Success story: Candide 
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Producer and director Martin Kotík is currently preparing the project Hurvínek and the Magic 
Museum, a 3D animation featuring the beloved Czech puppet Hurvínek, created 90 years 
ago by Josef Skupa. The aim is to attract a new generation of fans to this popular character 
and his puppet family. Rolling Pictures is producing, with the release planned for 2017.

Harvie is a smart but slightly too lively boy with one ambition – to fi nish the last level of his 
computer game. Once in the Gamers Hall of Fame, his preoccupied father, Mr Spejbl, would 
fi nally be proud of him. But fi nishing the game turns out to be only the start of a real adven-
ture that takes Harvie, his dog Jerry and his friend Monica deep into the forgotten realms 
of the city‘s old puppet museum. And as Harvie accidentally activates a legendary magic 
disc, he brings the museum and all its puppets to life along with its ancient and monstrous 
puppet master! Realizing what powers he has unleashed, Harvie will have to challenge his 
gaming skills to new levels and summon all his courage to fi ght the crazy puppet master 
and save not only his father but the entire city from a grim and wooden fate!

Work in Progress 
Harvie and the Magic Museum
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Another project in development is being made by Robert Jaszczurowski, producer and co-
-founder of Polish production company GS Animation / Grupa Smacznego, and the directors 
Łukasz Kacprowicz and Marcin Wasilewski. At the moment they are working on the script, 
characters and backgrounds design. Mice on Strike is their fi rst feature animation and it has 
already received lots of interest from potential distributors and co-producers.

Welcome to Squeek, an underground world inhabited by mice, parallel to the human world. 
But all is not well in Squeek. As our story begins, it’s a totalitarian dystopia ruled by a 
despot named Julius Rexus. While most of the population of Squeek is meek and mild, and 
accepts the dreadful situation, 12-year-old Maya is not about to let things go.

After her friend Alek is exiled to a dangerous place called the Outzone, Maya gets it into her 
head to sabotage the sound system that makes it possible for Julius to control the populati-
on. A story about the struggle for solidarity, freedom… and cheese!

Work in Progress 
Mice on Strike
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Jan Švankmajer and his long-time producing partner Jaromír Kallista have teamed up to 
make their last feature-length fi lm. To a great extent this fi lm is being made thanks to the 
loyal fans of Jan Švankmajer’s pioneer stop-motion animation from around the world, who 
supported him directly through crowdfunding. As well as breaking the rules in his fi lms, he 
once again broke a few industry habits and will deliver the fi lm directly to the audience.

The Insects – The newest project of Jan Švankmajer. A small town pub after hours. The 
chairs are put upside down on the tables. The coat rack is full of “insect dresses”: crepe pa-
per skirts, varicoloured cardboard butterfl y wings and shiny black insect elytra. Six thespi-
ans sit at a corner table. They are rehearsing The Insect Play by Karel and Josef Čapek. 
During the rehearsal, their lives intermingle with the fates of the characters from the play.

Work in Progress 
The Insects
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The Meaning and Mystery of Life is a feature project by Petr Vachler combining live-action, 
documentary and animated fi lm. Petr Vachler describes it: “The Meaning and Mystery of 
Life opens a new perspective on the world and our lives both in details and in seemingly big 
things. The consumerist world depends mainly on consumption, money and power and only 
sporadically off ers a diff erent take on the meaning of life. We are controlled by the afore-
mentioned “drugs” which spin an endless merry-go-round of emotions.”

It is up to each and every one of us to open our minds and focus on the meaning of life. It 
is good to ask questions and give everyone a chance to stage their own private peaceful 
revolution.

What is the meaning and the mystery of life? A new, for some also mysterious, perspective 
can be interesting, refreshing and mind-opening and start a possible transformation. 

Work in Progress
The Meaning and Mystery of Life 
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Czech animation has had a successful season characterised primarily by a successful 
feature fi lm, Lichožrouti (Oddsockeaters) and a strong group of student fi lms. One of those 
– Happy End – was close to a historical triumph, an Oscar nomination. We are now logically 
going through a certain sobering process, yet looking forward to the next big thing. It might 
come as one of the student fi lms in our selection refl ecting the work by major universities. 
It is not diffi  cult to see how they come to embrace children’s audiences more and more, 
which has been a pleasant long-term trend. The selection also includes two music videos 
and Vojtěch Domlátil’s non-narrative fi lm. Finally, European co-productions are successful-
ly negotiated in the Czech environment too, which is refl ected in the program by Ondřej 
Švadlena’s fi lm. 

Fruits of Clouds / Plody mraků | Kateřina Karhánková | Czech Republic, 10 min
Dizzcock: Outta Hood | Jan Šrámek | Czech Republic, 3 min
Home / Domov | Aliona Baranova | Czech Republic, 6 min
Seed | Jan Kokolia | Czech Republic, 4 min
Modulatorie / Modulátorie | Alžběta Burešová | Czech Republic, 4 min
Mutanti Hledaj Východisko: Andělé přileťte pro mě | Josef Lepša | Czech Republic, 5 min
Malá / The LIttle One | Diana Cam Van Nguyen | Czech Republic, 9 min
Life in patterns | Vojtěch Domlátil | Czech Republic, 2 min
Awaker / Prebúdzač | Filip Diviak | Czech Republic, 10 min
Time Rodent / Jezdec času | Ondřej Švadlena | France, Czech Republic, 15 min

Czech Animation Today – screening
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The selection from this year’s Anifi lm international competition covers all categories with 
the exception of feature fi lms. Out of more than 12 hundred titles registered, the selection 
committee chose 132 fi lms. The one-hour selection of the best animated fi lms was exclusi-
vely prepared for Visegrad Animation Forum participants. 
We recommend you to use the festival days to watch some of them, ideally in the Anifi lm 
cinema halls or video room reserved for professionals. 

Life in Patterns | Vojtěch Domlátil | Czech Republic, 2 min
The Ogre / L’Ogre | Laurene Braibant | France, 10 min
Tour / Toer | Jasmijn Cedee | Belgie, Netherlands, 2 min
Decorado | Alberto Vázquez | France, 11 min
Nevermen: Mr Mistake | Sarina Nihei | USA, Japan, 3 min
Black Volga / Czarna wołga | Marta Wiktorowicz | Poland, 4 min
Less Than Human | Steff en Lindholm | Denmark, 6 min
Animated Daily / Journal animé | Donato Sansone | France, 4 min
Orogenesis | Boris Labbé | Spain, 8 min
It Would Piss Me off  to Die So Yoooooung.... / Chatear-me-ia morrer tão joveeeeem... | Filipe 
Abranches | Portugal, 16 min

Anifi lm 2017 in 1 hour – screening
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The primary objective of VAF is the regeneration of the Central and East European (CEE) 
animation industry. Cross-border cooperation is a vital tool for animated project funding. 
Coproduction is also a necessary condition for accessing European sources of fi nancing such 
as Creative Europe or Eurimages.
Producers are the most proactive link in the life cycle of a fi lm. They are the fi rst to intro-
duce the much-needed dynamics to regional co-operation. Producers are naturally best 
informed about their national markets and funding incentives. They need to think about the 
requirements of co-production from early development. Only so will they meet the ex-
pectations of national founders and broadcaster in later stages of fi nancing and distribution 
of the project in each partner country.
The VAF Minority Co-Production Pool embodies the same networking ideas on which we 
have built VAF since its start. Knowing each other better is the primary ingredient for 
success in collaboration. The Minority Co-Production Pool will invite all the producers to pre-
sent their career and their slate of projects in a 2-minute pitch in a secure environment of 
colleagues and fellow professionals. We will also have a closer look on one or two featured 
projects per country. The broadcasters, decision-makers and producers in the room will have 
a chance to interact, provide feedback or express potential interest. 
It is through a fl exible network that the CEE market will grow in the future. We all hope for 
our animated projects to travel across the region and win the hearts of the audiences in 
as many countries as possible. Hopefully, the VAF Minority Co-Production Pool will serve as 
a faster way of getting there.

Note: The VAFMinority Co-Production Pool is reserved for industry professionals, on invitation only. 

VAF Minority co-production pool
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As a result of a survey lasting over one year, the “Mapping out the Animation Industry in 
the Czech Republic” report is now being published, and sums up the outcome of a detailed 
questionnaire survey carried out among dozens of animation studios, school representa-
tives, and individual independent authors. The study performed in cooperation with the 
Creative Europe – MEDIA offi  ce is the fi rst complex description of the state of the animation 
industry in the Czech Republic since 1990. 

It is becoming more and more apparent that animation is a fi eld with the signifi cant potential 
to create job opportunities, especially for young people; moreover, it is a sector with high 
added value. Producers and animation studios plan to implement a number of new projects, 
as well as expand their creative teams. The survey has predicted that up to 400 new job posi-
tions will be generated by new projects. Therefore, it is no wonder that there is real interest on 
the part of studios and producers in fi nding new artists and specialists for new projects. 
Among the most pressing problems worrying producers and animation studios is the shor-
tage of high-quality authors with the professional skills to meet international standards. Not 
only graduates, but many professionals lack experience with larger-scale projects that result 
from the cooperation of diff erent specialised teams. 
The State Cinematography Fund supports the development and production of animated fe-
ature or short fi lms both with incentives and subsidies. The main objective of the incentives 
is to attract foreign producers to create a portion of their fi lms in the Czech Republic. 

The complete brochure is available only in Czech. If you want to have more information, 
please contact the Association of Czech Animation at info@asaf.cz.

Mapping out the Animation
Industry in the Czech Republic
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A two-day programme for professionals and students

Business Bistro (BB) is new two-day programme for professionals and students which will be 
taking place on 4th and 5th May at the Anifi lm in Třeboň.
BB is a meeting platform for representatives of Czech and foreign animation and VFX 
studios, game developers, VR designers and students and graduates of fi lm, fi ne art and 
technical schools. 

You will get a chance to present your studio, company or project in a booth and se-
lected case studies for FREE. You will be assigned a presentation slot in our industry pro-
gramme, have a chance to attend one-to-one meetings with other participants and lectures 
on gaming industry, animation and virtual reality. You will receive a Festival Professional 
accreditation which will grant you access to the BB as well as the whole festival programme. 

BB aims to connect fi lm professionals with students and graduates looking to fi nd a professi-
onal fulfi lment in Czech creative and cultural industries. In general, BB serves as a platform 
for sharing ideas and discussing new projects, technologies and opportunities for cooperati-
on and co-production. 

Visit website http://www.anifi lm.cz/en/businessbistro/
Or contact the co-ordinator of Business Bistro for more information and presentation of your 
studios: miroslava.janicatova@anifi lm.cz.

Business Bistro
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Stéphane Aubier: Masterclass

Together with Vincent Patar, Belgian director Stéphane Aubier written and directed the 
feature fi lm A Town Called Panic popular not only in the Czech Republic, and also an iconic 
twenty-episode-series of the same name which served as an inspiration for the fi lm. In his 
masterclass, the participants will have a unique chance of looking behind the scenes of 
the work of this creative duo. Stéphane Aubier will show the Anifi lm visitors his illustrated 
scripts, drawings and sketches, how to construct individual objects and also how do animati-
on tests look like – in short how an episode of the iconic series A Town Called Panic is made. 
Aubier will also talk about his and Patar’s previous projects. 

Fireside with Adam Elliot

Join us for an intimate fi reside chat with Academy Award-winning fi lmmaker, Adam Elliot. 
Get to know the inner workings of this unique Australian fi lmmaker and his animated fi lms 
which he calls, Clayographies – clay animated biographies based on the bittersweet lives of 
his family and friends. Extremely funny and engaging, Adam’s anecdotes have entertained 
audiences around the world both on and off  screen. This intimate chat with Adam is desti-
ned to be one of the funniest sessions with an animator you will ever encounter.

Note: You’re welcome to take part in the Anifi lm festival highlights on Friday and Saturday, 
for times, please, check the Anifi lm program schedule.

Guess who’s coming to Anifi lm 



Who is who 
at VAF Třeboň 2017

Belgium

Hermans Gert
 Jekino / gert@jekino.be
Jacobs Nathalie
 OUFtivi the 360° Youth department of RTBF / nja@rtbf.be 

Bulgary

Asova Tanya
 Zographic Films / Executive producer

Croatia

Benic Lukša
 Animation Director / luksa.benic@gmail.com
Capin Silva
 Animation Director / silva.capin@gmail.com
Djeska Marko 
 Adriatic Animation / Director / Producer / markodjeska@gmail.com
Dragash Phil
 Concept Artist / phil@phildragash.com
Golenja Denis
 Animation Director / denis.golenja@gmail.com

Czech Republic

Bezděk Fraňková Helena
 State Cinematography Fund / Director / sekretariat@fondkinematografi e.cz 
Babinec Petr
 Kouzelna Animace / Creative Producer / babinec@kouzelna.com
Cejnková Zora
 KMB International Films s.r.o. / Director / Producer / zora.cejnkova@tiscali.cz 
Chytilová Vlaďka 
 Creative Europe Desk Czech Republic – MEDIA / vladka.chytilova@kreativnievropa.cz
Dohnalová Kamila
 Silk Films / Producer / kamila@silkfi lms.cz
Duda Martin 
 Director / martin.duda@vfx.cz 
Ivančíková Lenka
 Director / ivancikova@hotmail.com 
Janáčková Alžběta 
 Silk Films / alzbeta@silkfi lms.cz 



Kiss Vojtěch
 True Lovers / Director / vojtech.kiss@truelovers.cz 
Kotík Martin
 Major K International / martin.kotik@majork.cz 
Maxa Jan
 Czech Television / Director of Programme Formats / jan.maxa@ceskatelevize.cz 
Nemeskal Libor
 Faculty of Multimedia Communications / Tomáš Baťa University / nemeskal@fmk.utb.cz 
Obršálová Marta
 VAF Public Relations / marta.obrsalova@visegradanimation.com 
Ondřejková Kateřina
 Czech Television / Creative Producer / katerina.ondrejkova@ceskatelevize.cz 
Petrova Jitka
 Art Designer / jitka@jitapetr.com 
Podhradský Michal
 VAF Chairman / michal.podhradsky@visegradanimation.com  
Procházková Mária
 Director / maria.anim@gmail.com 
Rohanová Jitka 
 Polish Institute Prague / jitka.rohanova@instytutpolski.org 
Saska Jan
 True Lovers / Director / jan.saska@truelovers.cz 
Staníková Daniela V.
 Creative Europe Desk Czech Republic – MEDIA / Director / daniela.stanikova@kreativnievropa.cz
Toušek Marek
 Bohemian Multimedia / marek@3bohemians.eu 
Vallová Alena
 VAF Production Coordinator / alena2310@yahoo.com 
Vandas Martin
 Maur Film / Producer / VAF National Coordinator / vandas@maurfi lm.com
Vášová Anna
 VAF TV Programme / vasova.anna@gmail.com 
Vratilova Marcela
 VAF Head of Production / mvratilova@gmail.com 

Denmark

LaZebnik Philip
 Screenwriter / Producer / plazebnik@gmail.com
Leborgne Timothy
 The Animation Workshop / Animation Sans Frontiere / Consortium Leader / tim@animwork.dk

Finland

Volanen Sari 
 Yle Television / Commissioning Editor / sari.volanen@yle.fi  



France

Bizzaro Agnès
 Cartoon Springboard / Cartoon Movie / Coaching Programme / abizzaro@aol.com
Catherin Olivier
 Pictanovo Images en Houts-de-France / Animation Funds Coordinator / ocatherin@pictanovo.com 
Dyens Ron
 Sacrebleu Production / ron@sacrebleuprod.com
De Faucompret Hugo
 Laidak Films / Director / hugo.defaucompret@gmail.com
Grosjean Luce 
 Seve Films / Producer / luce@sevefi lms.com
Perret Léa
 Seve Films / Director / perret.lea09@hotmail.fr
Puech Frédéric
 Planet Nemo Animation / Producer / Distributor / frederic@planetnemoanimation.com
Saey Alice 
 Seve Films / Director / alice.saey@hotmail.fr
Sperer Sebastian
 CITIA / Films & Programme Planning Manager / sebastiensperer@citia.org
Zuber Ivan 
 Laidak Films / Producer / ivan@laidakfi lms.com

Germany

Stein Alexander
 Interfi lm,CEO / Festival Producer / alex@interfi lm.de
Thülig Patrick
interfi lm Berlin / Short Film Distribution / patrick.t@interfi lm.de

Great Britain

Addison Abigail
 Animation Projects / abigail@animateprojects.org
Dunn Loran
 Delaval Film / Producer / productionloran@gmail.com
Lofts Joan
 Cartoon Forum / Chairperson / joan.lofts@gmail.com
Parker Phil 
 www.bcre8ive.eu / Co-Founder / phil@phscreenplay.com
Richardson Amanda
 Director / evesbellybutton@hotmail.com
Wallace Joseph 
 Animation & Puppetry / Director / josephwallace@hotmail.co.uk

Hungary

Andrasev Nadja 
 Animation Director / andrasev@gmail.com
Dániel Bárány
 Cubanimation / danbarany@gmail.com



Csornay Péter
 Filmfabriq / Producer / peter.csornay@gmail.com
D’Intino Patricia
 Filmfabriq / Producer / dintino.patricia@gmail.com
Deák Dániel
 daazo.com / CEO / deak.daniel@gmail.com
Domonyi Rita
 Dramaturge / domonyi@mome.hu
Falvai Györgyi
 MOME Anim / VAF National Coordinator / falvai@mome.hu
Fülöp József
 MOME / Rector / fl p@mome.hu
Gelley Bálint Farkas
 Cubanimation / Director / Producer / balint@cubanimation.com
Glaser Eszter 
 MOME Anim / Production Manager / glaser@mome.hu
Krief Zsuzsanna
 Cinemon Studio / Animation Director / krzsanna@gmail.com
Mayer Monika 
 SALTO / CFO / mayer@saltofi lm.com
Osváth Gábor 
 Filmfabriq / Boddah / Producer / osvathgabor@fi lmfabriq.hu
Sipos Orsolya
 SALTO / Producer / sipos@saltofi lm.com
Szeiler Péter
 Filmfabriq / Film Director / szeilerp@gmail.com
Tamás Iván 
 Cubanimation / ivan@cubanimation.com
Temple Réka
 Cinemon Studio / CEO / Producer / reka@cinemon-entertainment.com
Tompa Borbala 
 Filmmaker
Varsányi Férence
 NMHH Media Patronage Program / Board Member / varsanyifster@gmail.com

Italy

Bildesheim Graziella
 MAIA Workshops / Programme Director / graziella@maiaworkshops.org
Malerba Lucia
 Seiperdue / Director / lucia.malerba@gmail.com
Manzolini Niccolò  
 Seiperdue / Director / Producer / niccolo.manzolini@seiperdue.org

Latvia

Palmen Thom
 Air Productions / Producer / Distributor / thom.palmen@airproductions.lv
 



Lithuania

Adomėnė Agnė
 ArtShot / Producer / agne@artshot.lt

Macedonia

Dimoski Dimitar
 Focus Pokus / Executive Producer / dimoski_dimitar@yahoo.com
Gospodinovski Krste
 Director / esra.krstegospodinovski@gmail.com

Poland

Brauntsch Anna
 Grupa Smacznego / Animator / ania.brauntsch@gmail.com
Broniarz Maria
 Studio Miniatur Filmowych / Animator / maria.broniarz@smf.com.pl
Chmielewska Dorota
 SPPA / VAF National Coordinator / dorota.paulina.chmielewska@gmail.com
Ciompała Mateusz
 Grupa Smacznego / Animator / ciompallini@gmail.com
Cygniak Olga
 Juice / Producer / o.cyganiak@juice.pl
Głowik Anna
 Gruppa Smacznego / Producer / aglowik@g-s.pl
Jaszczurowski Robert
 Gruppa Smacznego / Founder / rjaszczurowski@g-s.pl
Kacprowicz Łukasz
 Gruppa Smacznego / Founder / lkacprowicz@g-s.pl 
Karolewski Marcin
 Juice / Director / m.karolewski@juice.pl
Kruk Agnieszka
 Scriptwriter / aakruk@gmail.com
Leszczyński Wojtek
 WJT / Founder / wojtek@wjt.com.pl
Malinowska Anna
 Gruppa Smacznego / Associated Producer / amalinowska@g-s.pl
Mroczek Anna
 WJTeam / Founder / anna@wjt.com.pl 
Ogłoza Bartłomiej
  Grupa Smacznego / Animator / bebepingwin@gmail.com
Ozorek Aneta
 VAF Short Film Programme / anetaozorek@gmail.com
Reszczyńska Urszula 
 Grupa Smacznego / Animator / ula.reszczynska@wp.pl
Staniszewska Noemi 
 Grupa Smacznego / Animator / staniszewska.noemi@gmail.com
Szukaj Przemysław 
 Grupa Smacznego / Illustarator / pszukaj@o2.pl



Tomasiak Zuzana
 Studio Miniatur Filmowych / Animator / zuzanna.tomasiak@smf.com.pl
Wasilewski Marcin
 Gruppa Smacznego / Founder / mwasilewski@g-s.pl
Wyrzikowski Artur 
 ARTCORE / Producer / Director / artur.wyrzykowski@artcore.pl
Wyrzykowski Janusz 
 Grupa Smacznego / Illustarator / januszwyrzykowski@gmail.com

Portugal

Fernandes José 
 AIM Creative Studios / Technical Director / zprojecto205@gmail.com
Teixeira José
 AIM Creative Studios / Animation Director / oalmagrande@gmail.com

Republic of Serbia

Dragas Mihajlo
 Director / soperus@yahoo.com
Miloslavljevic Milan
 Academic Film Center of Culture / Producer / milan.miloslavljevic@dksg.rs

Romania

Mitrica Mihai
 Anim’est / Artistic Director / Producer / m.mitrix@gmail.com

Slovakia

Balážová Soňa
 Slovak Film Institute – National Cinematographic Centre / Information Offi  cer & Film Promotion / sona.
balazova@sfu.sk
Bosáková Žofi a
 FestAnča / Festival Director / zofi a@festanca.sk
Brojo Maroš
 FestAnča / Artistic Director / VAF New Talents / maros.brojo@visegradanimation.com 
Budinská Barbora
 APAF / plutoon / Producer / barbora@plutoon.sk
Budinský Peter
 APAF / plutoon / Director / Art Director / peter@plutoon.sk
Búza Tibor 
 RTVS Slovakia / Programming Director / tibor.buza@rtvs.sk
Cvangová Henrieta
 APAF / Artichoke / Producer / henrieta@artichoke.sk
Dubišová Verona
 APAF / Production / verona.dubis@gmail.com
Gregorčok Andrej
 Fool Moon / Director of Animation / gregorcok.andrej@gmail.com
Hrušovská Simona
 APAF / Super Film / Producer / simona.hrusovska@gmail.com



Kerekesová Katarína
 APAF / Fool Moon / Producer / Director / VAF National Coordinator / kata.kerekesova@foolmoonfi lm.com
Kerekesová Ester
 APAF / Production / esterkerekesova@gmail.com
Kocourková Veronika
 APAF / Super Film / Producer / vkocourkova@gmail.com
Kráľ Juraj
 Fool Moon / Compositor / durikral@gmail.com
Krasnohorský Juraj
 APAF / Artichoke / Producer / Director / juraj@artichoke.sk
Kurincová Ivana
 RTVS Slovakia / Producer / ivana.kurincova@rtvs.sk
Marčeková Hálka 
 RTVS Slovakia / Dramaturge / halka.marcekova@rtvs.sk
Mikuľak Tomáš
 Fool Moon / Technical Director / mikulaktomas@gmail.com
Moláková Katarína
 Fool Moon / Scriptwriter / katarina.molakova@gmail.com
Ochabová Michaela 
 Fool Moon / Production / michaela.ochabova@foolmoonfi lm.com
Pavlovičová Eva
 APAF / BFILM / Producer / eva2bfi lm.sk
Prokopová Marta
 APAF / Super Film / Director / martuska.prokopova@gmail.com
Sabolčáková Michaela
 RTVS Slovakia / Programme Buyer / michaela.sabolcakova@rtvs.sk
Smatana Martin
 Director / smatana.mato@gmail.com
Šebestová Ivana 
 Director / Filmmaker / sebestova@yahoo.com
Šmatlák Martin
 Slovak Audiovisual Fund / Director / martin.smatlak@avf.sk

Slovenia

Bach Saša
 Animateka International Animation Festival / sasa.bach@animateka.si 
Bešovnik Barbara
 Animateka International Animation Festival / barbara.beskovnik@animateka.si
Bihar Filip
 School of Arts University of Nova Gorica / Postgraduate Student / fi lip.bihar@gmail.com 
Bihar Samo
 School of Arts University of Nova Gorica / Postgraduate Student / samo.bihar@gmail.com 
Bučar Nataša 
 Slovenian Film Centre / Managing / Director
Čakarun Sanja
 Animateka International Animation Festival / sanja.cakarun@animateka.si 
Gobec Mery
 School of Arts University of Nova Gorica / Postgraduate Student / mery.gobec@gmail.com
Grbanovič Damir
 School of Arts University of Nova Gorica / Postgraduate Student / idol.plemenit@gmail.com



Hohler Katja
 Animateka International Animation Festival / katja.hohler@animateka.si 
Jovanovska Sandra
 School of Arts University of Nova Gorica / Postgraduate Student / jovanovska.sandra@gmail.com 
Koštrun Peter
 Academy of Fine Arts and Design at University of Ljubljana / peter.kostrun@aluo.uni-lj.si
Peštaj Martina
 RTV Slovenija / Head of Children’s and Youth Programme / martina.pestaj@gmail.com
Prassel Igor
 Animateka International Animation Festival / Director / igor.prassel@animateka.si
Saksida Kolja
 ZVVIKS / kolja@zvviks-net
Škerjanc Deja
 ZVVIKS / deja@zvviks.net
Šturm Matija
 :D´SAF! / ZVVIKS / VAF National Coordinator / matija@dsaf.si
Vizjak Jure
 Invida / jure@invida.tv
Vučko Lea
 Director / lea.vucko@gmail.com
Zadnik Tina
 School of Arts University of Nova Gorica / Postgraduate Student / tinaminami@gmail.com
Živkovič Sara
 ZVVIKS / sara@zvviks.net

South Korea

Lee Hoonjae
 Anitoart Inc. / Founder / Producer / imleehj@naver.com
Kang Myungku
 Mkent / CEO
Yoon Jaesik
 Korea Creative Content Agency / Senior Researcher / General Manager / vionex@nate.com





EUROPEAN CO-PRODUCT ION FORUM FOR AN IMATED  TV  SER I ES  



www.maiaworkshops.org

Intensive training for emerging producers

3 workshops a year:

~ Creative Aspects of Development – Building our Identity

~ Legal & Financial Issues – Developing Entrepreneurial Skills

~ Marketing & Distribution – Sales & Promotion

A network of 400+ producers in over 35 countries

More than 30 partners in over 10+ years of experience
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Powered by Anifi lm

Portal for animated  lms

www.aniont.com

Watch animation online, without ads or fees! Aniont  
is an internet portal – a videotheque off ering selected student 

and authorial animated shorts including music videos 
and boundary forms of animation. An important element 
of this animate channel  is a curator oversight provided by 

experienced dramaturges.

NEW: COMPLETED FILM SETS
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dotandline.blog.hu
facebook.com/dotandlineanimacio

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT HUNGARIAN ANIMATION

HUNGARY'S NUMBER ONE ANIMATION SITE
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